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THE VACUUM WEIGHTED EINSTEIN FIELD EQUATIONS

M. BROZOS-VÁZQUEZ, D. MOJÓN-ÁLVAREZ

Abstract. On a spacetime (M, g) endowed with a density function h, we
consider the vacuum weighted Einstein field equations:

hρ−Hesh +∆hg = 0.

First, it is shown that the equation characterizes critical metrics for an ap-
propriate action. Then, after describing locally conformally flat solutions in
arbitrary dimension, four-dimensional solutions with harmonic curvature are

classified.

1. Introduction

A usual spacetime is generalized by introducing a density function h which alters
the Riemannian volume element dvolg. Thus, we consider a triple (M, g, h dvolg) (or
(M, g, h) for short), where (M, g) is a Lorentzian manifold and h is a positive smooth
function on M . We assume the density to be non-constant on any open subset of
M and refer to such a triple as a smooth metric measure spacetime (SMMS). The
presence of the density gives rise to new geometric objects that reflect its influence
on the geometry of the spacetime.

The usual Einstein tensor, defined by G = ρ− τ
2 g (where ρ stands for the Ricci

tensor and τ for the scalar curvature), has among its properties being symmetric,
divergence-free, concomitant of the metric tensor g and its first two derivatives and
linear in the second derivatives of g. Furthermore, these features characterize a
tensor of the form G+Λg, where Λ is a constant (see, for example, [21]). Following
this pattern, the weighted Einstein tensor

Gh = hρ−Hesh +∆hg

was introduced in [6] as a tensor which is symmetric, divergence-free if the scalar
curvature is constant, concomitant of the metric, the density function and their
first two derivatives, and linear on the second derivatives of g as well as the density
function. Here, Hesh and ∆h denote the Hessian tensor and the Laplacian of h,
respectively. From the previous definition, vacuum weighted Einstein field equations
on a spacetime with density are regarded as Gh = 0.

Besides this motivation for equation Gh = 0, it appears as a very natural second
order equation with geometric interest. Indeed, this equation was previously con-
sidered in Riemannian signature, both from a purely geometric perspective and for
reasons coming from General Relativity on static spacetimes. Although the equa-
tion itself is related to works such as [1, 20, 22] through the variation of the scalar
curvature, as we shall see below, it was from the work of Kobayashi and Lafontaine
[17, 18] that its solutions were studied more systematically in the Riemannian set-
ting (see also [28, 26]).
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From a variational point of view, Einstein spacetimes arise as critical metrics
for the Einstein-Hilbert action S =

∫

M
τ dvolg. Although the previous motivation

for the definition of the weighted Einstein tensor is based on reasonable properties
that suggest its suitability for a context with the presence of a density, it lacks the
advantages of the variational approach, which would provide a useful action to work
with. Thus, in order to introduce this formalism in the weighted setting, it would be
desirable to find an appropriate action that recovers the vacuum weighted Einstein
field equations Gh = 0. Hence, we complete the motivation of the definition of Gh

by introducing this new perspective as follows.

1.1. The weighted Einstein field equation: variational approach. Consider
a smooth manifold M and the space M of Lorentzian metric measure structures
on M , i.e. M = Lor(M) × C∞(M ;R+), where Lor(M) is the space of Lorentzian
metrics on M and C∞(M ;R+) is the space of positive smooth functions on M
playing the role of a density. Assume along this section that the density function
has compact support, so that all integrands do. Now, define the weighted Einstein-
Hilbert functional as the functional S : M → R given by

(1) (g, h) 7→ S(g,h) =

∫

M

τh dvolg ,

where dvolg =
√

|g| dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxn is the usual Riemannian volume element, with
|g| = − det gij . For simplicity, we will assume the dependence on the metric and
we will write S(g,h) = Sh in order to highlight the fact that we work in a weighted
setting. Note that, for h ≡ 1, we recover the Einstein-Hilbert functional: S1 = S.
Nevertheless, we are working with SMMSs given by densities h which are non-
constant on any open subset of M , so the behavior of Sh is different from its
unweighted counterpart.

A defining feature of a SMMS (M, g, h) as a weighted geometric object is its
weighted volume element dVh = h dvolg. Hence, it is natural to pose the variational
problem of finding the critical points of Sh, constrained to variations of the metric-
measure structure of (M, g, h) which keep the weighted volume element invariant
at each point of the manifold. By a variation of the metric-measure structure, we
mean a simultaneous variation of both the metric and the density function, with
the same variation parameter t:

(2) g[t] = g + tḡ, h[t] = h+ th̄, dVh[t] = h[t]dvolg[t].

In order to maintain the compact support of the integrands, we shall assume that
any variations of h have compact support as well. Moreover, in case of the presence
of a boundary, the variations and their first derivatives must vanish on it (see, for
example, [27]).

For a variation of the metric-measure structure (2), through the well-known

expression δ
√

|g| = − 1
2

√

|g| tr ḡ, the invariance of the weighted volume element
reads

δdVh = d
dt

∣

∣

t=0
dVh[t] = h̄ dvolg + h d

dt

∣

∣

t=0
dvolg[t]

=
(

h̄− 1
2h tr ḡ

)

dvolg = 0,

so we have the pointwise condition
(

h̄− 1
2h tr ḡ

)

= 0. Also due to this invariance,
we compute the variation of the functional,

δSh =
d

dt
Sh

∣

∣

∣

∣

t=0

=

∫

M

dτ

dt

∣

∣

∣

∣

t=0

hdvolg +

∫

M

τδdVh =

∫

M

dτ

dt

∣

∣

∣

∣

t=0

hdvolg.

The last integrand is the linearization of the scalar curvature Dτ = dτ
dt

∣

∣

t=0
=

−∆tr{ḡ}+div div ḡ− ḡ ·Ric (see [1, 20]), where div stands for the usual divergence.
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Using the formal adjoint of Dτ with respect to the L2-inner product, we can write

δSh =

∫

M

dτ

dt

∣

∣

∣

∣

t=0

hdvolg =

∫

M

Dτ(ḡ)hdvolg =

∫

M

〈Dτ⋆(h), ḡ〉dvolg ,

where Dτ⋆(h) = −hρ+Hesh −∆hg is derived from the formal adjoints of div and
∆. Hence

δSh =

∫

M

〈−hρ+Hesh −∆hg, ḡ〉dvolg .

Note that we have the freedom to choose any variation of the metric ḡ, since there
always exists a variation of the density, given by h̄ = 1

2h tr ḡ, which preserves
the weighted volume element. Hence, the left-hand side of the product 〈hρ −
Hesh +∆hg, ḡ〉 must vanish for all critical points of Sh, restricted to variations of
the metric-measure structure preserving the weighted volume element. It follows
that these critical points satisfy the equation

(3) hρ−Hesh +∆hg = 0,

which corresponds to the vacuum weighted Einstein field equations Gh = 0.

1.2. Main results. The general objective of this paper is to further understand the
solutions of the vacuum weighted Einstein field equations, i.e., the SMMSs (M, g, h)
such that (3) is satisfied on M for the metric-measure structure (g, h). Thus, in
Section 3 and beyond, we consider different kinds of solutions and study their
geometric features. Our analysis is local in nature and, in the following results, we
assume that ∇h 6= 0 and that the causal character of ∇h is constant in M . Hence,
for general solutions, results should be applied to suitable open sets where these
conditions are met.

Solutions can be split into two families, according to the causal character of
∇h: isotropic solutions are those with ∇h lightlike, while non-isotropic solutions
are those with ∇h timelike or spacelike. The approach in treating an equation like
(3) is different for the isotropic and non-isotropic cases, as are often the geometric
features of the resulting solutions.

A first approach to isotropic solutions was made in [6], finding that all of them
have nilpotent Ricci operator. Moreover, isotropic solutions are Kundt spacetimes,
and if the Ricci operator vanishes or is two-step nilpotent, then the underlying
Lorentzian manifold is a Brinkmann wave. In this work, we aim to extend this
study to non-isotropic solutions, while also further understanding the isotropic case.
Non-isotropic solutions present a less rigid geometric structure than their isotropic
counterparts, and thus fixing their geometry becomes, in general, an unfeasible task.
Since equation (3) provides direct information on the Ricci tensor, it is natural to
impose geometric conditions related to the Weyl tensor. First, we go over the locally
conformally flat case, which turns out to be quite restrictive, as illustrated by the
following theorem.

Theorem 1.1. Let (M, g, h) be an n-dimensional locally conformally flat smooth
metric measure spacetime. Then, (M, g, h) is a solution of the vacuum weighted
Einstein field equations (3) if and only if one of the following is satisfied:

(1) g(∇h,∇h) 6= 0 and (M, g) is locally isometric to a warped product (I ×
N, dt2⊕ϕ2gN), where I ⊂ R is an open interval, N is an (n−1)-dimensional
manifold of constant sectional curvature, and h(t) and ϕ(t) satisfy the fol-
lowing system of ODEs:

(4)
0 = h′ϕ′ − hϕ′′,

0 = h′′ + (n− 1)hϕ′′

ϕ + ε τ
n−1h.
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(2) g(∇h,∇h) = 0 and (M, g, h) is a plane wave. Moreover, there exist local
coordinates {u, v, x1, . . . , xn} such that the metric is given by

g(u, v, x1, . . . , xn−2) = 2dvdu+ F (v, x1, . . . , xn−2)dv
2 +

n−2
∑

i=1

dx2
i ,

where F (v, x1, . . . , xn−2) = − h′′(v)
(n−2)h(v)

∑n−2
i=1 x2

i +
∑n−2

i=1 bi(v)xi + c(v).

The core of this work is the analysis of the less rigid condition divW = 0 (i.e., the
Weyl tensor is harmonic), for 4-dimensional solutions. Since solutions have constant
scalar curvature (see Lemma 3.1), divW = 0 is equivalent to the harmonicity of
the curvature tensor. This condition allows for more geometric flexibility than local
conformal flatness, and solutions with different Jordan forms of the Ricci operator
arise. Each of these forms requires a different approach, but some geometric features
are common to all solutions. Indeed, the Ricci eigenvalues are real (vanishing in the
isotropic case), and all solutions with non-diagonalizable Ricci operator are realized
on Kundt spacetimes. The following result provides a more detailed description of
the underlying Lorentzian manifold.

Theorem 1.2. Let (M, g, h) be a 4-dimensional solution of the vacuum weighted
Einstein field equations (3) such that (M, g) has harmonic curvature tensor (not
locally conformally flat). Assume that the Jordan normal form of the Ricci operator
Ric is constant in M . Then, the eigenvalues of Ric are real and one of the following
is satisfied:

(1) Ric diagonalizes on (M, g) and g(∇h,∇h) 6= 0. Furthermore, there exists
an open dense subset MRic of M such that, for every p ∈ MRic, (M, g) is
isometric on a neighborhood of p to:
(a) A direct product I2 × M̃ , where M̃ = I1 ×ξ N is a warped product

3-dimensional solution with τ̃ = 0 and N a surface of constant Gauss
curvature.

(b) A direct product N1 ×N2 of two surfaces of constant Gauss curvature
κ
2 and κ, respectively.

(2) (M, g) is a Kundt spacetime and, depending on the causal character of ∇h,
one of the following applies:
(a) If g(∇h,∇h) = 0, then Ric is nilpotent and ∇h determines the lightlike

parallel line field. Moreover, if Ric vanishes or is 2-step nilpotent, the
underlying manifold is a pp-wave.

(b) If g(∇h,∇h) 6= 0, then ∇h is spacelike and the distinguished lightlike
vector field is orthogonal to ∇h.

A remarkable observation from this classification is that the underlying space-
times for the solutions that are obtained are typical examples that also arise in
the study of cosmological models in General Relativity without the presence of a
density. The descriptions of the density functions corresponding to each of the
manifolds given in Theorem 1.2 are discussed in Sections 4 to 6.

1.3. Outline of the paper. The remaining of the paper is organized as follows.
Some preliminaries are given in Section 2, where we review general aspects of man-
ifolds that will appear in subsequent sections (including Kundt spacetimes and
warped structures). In Section 3 we consider solutions with vanishing augmented
Cotton tensor, which leads to the proof of Theorem 1.1. In order to prove Theo-
rem 1.2, each admissible form of Ric is tackled in the corresponding section, in both
the isotropic and non-isotropic cases. Further details on the geometry and the form
of the density function for solutions with different Jordan forms are also provided
in each of them. In particular, in Section 4 we consider the diagonalizable case,
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where we follow some ideas already used in the Riemannian case (the more techni-
cal part is left to an Appendix). In Section 5, we prove that the Ricci eigenvalues
of solutions with harmonic curvature are necessarily real. This is a long proof that
requires a detailed analysis of the geometry of solutions to end up with the use of an
algebraic tool (Gröbner bases) on a set of polynomials to show that solutions with
non-real eigenvalues do not exist. Finally, in Section 6 we study non-diagonalizable
solutions with minimal polynomial of degrees two and three. In Section 7, some
conclusions summarize the given results.

2. Distinguished Lorentzian metric structures

Several well-known families of spacetimes appear as underlying manifolds in the
analysis of solutions to equation (3). In this section we recall them and fix notation
for the subsequent study.

2.1. Warped and multiply warped product metrics. A simple geometric
structure is that of a direct product manifold, this is, a manifold M = (M, g)
which decomposes as M = (B×F, gB ⊕ gF ). If we modify the metric of the second
factor by a positive warping function defined on the base B, we have a warped
product B ×f F with metric gB ⊕ f2gF , where F is the fiber. We will make use of
the following expression for the Levi-Civita connection for this structure, for X,V
lifts of vectors in B and F respectively:

(5) ∇XV = ∇V X =
1

f
X(f)V.

Additionally, the a priori non-vanishing components of the Ricci tensor for such a
structure are given by
(6)

ρ(X,Y ) =
(

ρB − d
f Hesf

)

(X,Y ), where X,Y are tangent to B,

ρ(U, V ) =
(

ρF −
(

f∆Bf+(d−1)‖∇f‖2

f2

)

g
)

(U, V ), where U, V are tangent to F ,

where d = dimF (see [23]). A useful remark from [25] is that a metric g defined on
B×F , with foliations LB and LF intersecting orthogonally, is a warped product if
and only if LB is totally geodesic and LF is spherical.

If we add several fibers (F1, g1), . . . , (Fk, gk), with their corresponding warping
functions f1, . . . , fk defined on B, we get a multiply warped product B ×f1 F1 ×
· · ·×fk Fk with the metric given by gB ⊕ f2

1 g1⊕ · · ·⊕ f2
kgk. The expressions for the

components of the Levi-Civita connection and the Ricci tensor for this structure
can be seen, for example, in [14].

2.2. Kundt spacetimes, Brinkmann waves and other subfamilies. Kundt
spacetimes are a broad family of Lorentzian manifolds that appear in a number of
different physical and geometric situations. They are characterized by the presence
of a distinguished lightlike vector field and stronger features of this vector field result
in more specific subfamilies of spacetimes such as Brinkmann waves or pp-waves.
Literature devoted to these spacetimes is vast and we refer to [2, 10, 11, 24, 29] to
cite just a few.

Kundt spacetimes and their subfamilies play an essential role in the study of
isotropic solutions of the weighted Einstein field equations . Isotropic solutions
have nilpotent Ricci operator, Ric. Moreover, they are Kundt spacetimes if Ric is
3-step nilpotent and Brinkmann waves if Ric is 2-step nilpotent (see [6] for details).
We will see in the subsequent sections that Kundt spacetimes not only play a role
in the isotropic case, but also in the non-isotropic case, under some geometric
conditions.
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Kundt spacetimes are Lorentzian manifolds of dimension n ≥ 3 with a lightlike
geodesic vector field V which is recurrent in its orthogonal complement (see, for
example, [2]), i.e. there exists a differential 1-form ω such that

(7) ∇V V = 0 and ∇XV = ω(X)V for all X ∈ V ⊥.

Alternatively (see [10, 11, 24])), the distinguished vector fields V that define Kundt
spacetimes are characterized by being lightlike geodesic and having zero optical
scalars: expansion (θ = 1

n−2∇iV
i), shear (σ2 = (∇iV j)∇(iVj) − (n − 2)θ2) and

twist (ω2 = (∇iV j)∇[iVj], where parentheses and brackets in the subindices de-
note symmetrization and anti-symmetrization, respectively). For an n-dimensional
Kundt spacetime, in appropriate local coordinates (u, v, x1, . . . , xn−2), the metric
can be written as

(8) g = dv

(

2du+ F (u, v, x)dv +
n−2
∑

i=1

2Hxi
(u, v, x)dxi

)

+
n−2
∑

i,j=1

gij(v, x)dxidxj ,

where F , Hxi
and gij are functions of the specified coordinates. In dimension four,

coordinates in (8) can be further specialized so that gij = P (v, x)δij (see [29]).
Some well-known families of Kundt spacetimes are characterized by more restric-

tive conditions on the distinguished lightlike vector field V . If V is recurrent, i.e.
if ∇XV = ω(X)V for a 1-form ω on M and every X ∈ X(M), then the manifold is
said to be a Brinkmann wave. In this case, coordinates (8) can be specialized with
Hxi

not depending on u (see, for example [19]). Moreover, ∂uF = 0 if and only if
V can be rescaled to a parallel vector field, in which case the metric can be further
simplified.

Among Brinkmann waves, there are special families of interest that are obtained
by imposing some conditions on the curvature. Following terminology in [19], pure
radiation waves (pr-waves for short), are Brinkmann waves whose curvature tensor
satisfies R(V ⊥, V ⊥,−,−) = 0. In this case, the Kundt coordinates (8) reduce to a
much simpler form:

(9) g = 2dudv + F (u, v, x)dv2 +
n−2
∑

i,j=1

dx2
i .

Whenever the distinguished vector field V is parallel, the pr-wave is said to be a
pp-wave, and F can be taken to satisfy ∂uF = 0. Note that a Brinkmann wave
with parallel lightlike vector field V is a pp-wave if and only if R(V ⊥, V ⊥, ·, ·) = 0.
Moreover, it was shown in [19] that a pr-wave is a pp-wave if and only if it is Ricci
isotropic, i.e. Ric(X) = 0 for any X ∈ V ⊥. These spacetimes are very common
in special situations described in General Relativity and, in particular, as solutions
of the Einstein equations (we refer to [29] for further details). A pp-wave with
transversally parallel curvature tensor (i.e. such that ∇V ⊥R = 0) is called a plane
wave. Again, we refer to [29] for examples of contexts where these spacetimes play
a role, which are numerous. In local coordinates, the metric of a plane wave can
be given by (9) where F (u, v, x) =

∑n
i,j=1 aij(v)xixj and the coefficients aij are

smooth functions of v. Note that, if the aij are constants, these metrics correspond
to Cahen-Wallach symmetric spaces [8].

3. Solutions to the vacuum weighted Einstein field equations

From a geometric point of view, it is natural to question how the geometry
of a solution of (3) is constrained by the relationship between the density and
the metric, and to what end the features of both g and h can be inferred from
the vacuum weighted field equations. The first geometric consequence of these
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equations, coming from the fact that Gh is divergence-free if they are satisfied, is
that the scalar curvature of a solution is necessarily constant (cf. [3, 15]).

Lemma 3.1. [6] If (M, g, h) is a solution of the vacuum weighted Einstein field
equations, then its scalar curvature τ is constant.

We introduce some notation as follows. The (0, 4)-curvature tensor is given
by R(X,Y, Z, U) = g((∇[X,Y ] − [∇X ,∇Y ])Z,U). For an n-dimensional spacetime

the Schouten tensor is given by P = 1
n−2

(

ρ− τ
2(n−1)g

)

, so the Weyl tensor W

is obtained from the relation R = P ©∧ g + W , where ©∧ is the Kulkarni-Nomizu
product.

We use div to denote the usual divergence, given in an orthonormal frame
{E1, . . . , En}, with εi = g(Ei, Ei), by div T (· · · ) =∑n

i=1 εi(∇Ei
T )(Ei, · · · ). Thus,

the divergence of the Weyl tensor is divW = n−3
n−2dP , where dP is the Cotton

tensor, given by

(10) dP (X,Y, Z) = (n− 2) {(∇Y P )(X,Z)− (∇ZP )(X,Y )} .
Notice that a manifold with n ≥ 4 is locally conformally flat if and only if W = 0,
so dP = 0 if this condition holds. In dimension three, besides, dP = 0 characterizes
local conformal flatness.

Moreover, the divergence of the Riemann curvature tensor is divR(X,Y, Z) =
(∇Y ρ)(X,Z) − (∇Zρ)(X,Y ). Hence, since the scalar curvature of any vacuum
solution is constant by Lemma 3.1, the Cotton tensor satisfies dP = divR. Thus,
considering solutions with harmonic Weyl tensor and harmonic curvature tensor
becomes equivalent.

Let J = τ
2(n−1) be the usual Schouten scalar. Taking traces in (3), we have

∆h = − hτ
n−1 = −2Jh, so equation (3) can also be written as

(11) h (ρ− 2Jg) = Hesh,

and d∆h = −2Jdh since τ is constant by Lemma 3.1. On the other hand, we have

(∇Z Hesh)(X,Y )− (∇Y Hesh)(X,Z) = R(∇h,X, Y, Z),

so, using (11), we can write

(12)

R(∇h,X, Y, Z) = ∇Z(h(ρ− 2Jg))(X,Y )−∇Y (h(ρ− 2Jg))(X,Z)

= (ρ− 2Jg) ∧ dh(X,Y, Z)− h divR(X,Y, Z)

= ((ρ− 2Jg) ∧ dh− hdP )(X,Y, Z),

where, for a (0, 2)-tensor T and a 1-form ω, T ∧ ω(X,Y, Z) = T (X,Y )ω(Z) −
T (X,Z)ω(Y ).

Since the spacetime is endowed with a density, following terminology in [26], we
define the augmented Cotton tensor

(13) D = hdP + ι∇hW,

where ι∇hW (X,Y, Z) = W (∇h,X, Y, Z). The tensor D is related to the Bach ten-
sor in the direction of ∇h and restrictions on it have consequences on the geometry
of solutions in Riemannian signature (see [26] for details). Moreover, the weighted
Einstein field equations gives D a useful alternative characterization.

Lemma 3.2. For any solution of the vacuum weighted Einstein equations, the
augmented Cotton tensor D satisfies

(14) (n− 2)D = (n− 1)ρ ∧ dh+ g ∧ ι∇hρ− τg ∧ dh

for all X,Y, Z ∈ X(M).
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Proof. Substituting the definition of D in (12), and using the curvature decompo-
sition R = P ©∧ g +W , we get

ι∇h(P ©∧ g) = ρ ∧ dh− τ

n− 1
g ∧ dh−D.

Moreover, by the definition of P and the Kulkarni-Nomizu product,

ι∇h(P ©∧ g) = − (P ∧ dh+ g ∧ ι∇hP )

= − 1
n−2

(

g ∧ ι∇hρ+ ρ ∧ dh− τ
n−1g ∧ dh

)

.

Equating both expressions for ι∇h(P ©∧ g), the result follows. �

3.1. Solutions with vanishing augmented Cotton tensor. As a first step
in understanding solutions to the vacuum weighted Einstein field equations, we
consider in this subsection those with vanishing augmented Cotton tensor.

We distinguish between isotropic and non-isotropic solutions. Recall that we are
assuming that the character of ∇h does not change in M . As concerns isotropic
solutions, they were described in general in [6], showing that the Ricci operator is
nilpotent and that solutions are realized in one of the two following families:

(1) Brinkmann waves if the Ricci operator vanishes or is 2-step nilpotent.
(2) Kundt spacetimes if the Ricci operator is 3-step nilpotent.

The following result shows that, if the augmented Cotton tensor vanishes, the un-
derlying manifold is a warped product or a Brinkmann wave, depending on whether
it is non-isotropic or isotropic, respectively.

Theorem 3.3. Let (M, g, h) be a solution of the weighted Einstein field equations
(3) with vanishing D tensor.

(1) If g(∇h,∇h) 6= 0, then (M, g) is locally isometric to a warped product
I ×ϕ N , where I ⊂ R is an open interval, N is an (n − 1)-dimensional
Einstein manifold, and ∇h is tangent to I.

(2) If g(∇h,∇h) = 0, then (M, g) is a Brinkmann wave with 2-step nilpotent
Ricci operator.

Proof. We analyze both cases separately. Assume first that g(∇h,∇h) 6= 0. Note
that, for any non-isotropic solution, since ∇h is not lightlike, we can consider a lo-
cal pseudo-orthonormal frame B = {E1, E2, . . . , En}, where E1 = ∇h

|∇h| and |∇h| =
√

εg(∇h,∇h) (ε = ±1 depending on whether ∇h is spacelike or timelike, respec-
tively). Furthermore, without loss of generality, we can take g(E2, E2) = ε2 = −ε
and g(Ei, Ei) = 1 for i > 2.

On the one hand, in the expression (14) for the augmented Cotton tensor D,
take Y = E1

|∇h| so that g(∇h, Y ) = ε, and take X = Ei, Z = Ej , i, j > 1. Since D

vanishes, we have ρ(Ei, Ej) =
τ−ερ(E1,E1)

n−1 g(Ei, Ej). Then, by equation (11),

Hesh(Ei, Ej) = −hε
ρ(E1, E1)

n− 1
g(Ei, Ej).

On the other hand, we can take X = Y = E1 and Z = Ei, i > 1 to find ρ(E1, Ei) =
Hesh(E1, Ei) = 0. It follows that the level hypersurfaces of h in M are totally um-
bilical and, furthermore, that the distribution generated by ∇h is totally geodesic.
Consequently, (M, g) splits locally as a twisted product I ×ϕ N , where I ⊂ R is an
open interval, for some function ϕ on I ×N . Moreover, the mean curvature vector
field ∇h is parallel in the normal bundle (∇⊥∇h = 0, where ∇⊥ is the normal con-
nection). Indeed, for i 6= 1, ε∇⊥

Ei
∇h = g(∇Ei

∇h,E1) = Hesh(E1, Ei) = 0. Hence
the leaves of the fiber form a spherical foliation and the twisted product reduces to
a warped product I ×ϕ N for some function ϕ on I (see [25]).
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Let t be a local coordinate parameterizing I by arc length with E1 = ∇t = ε∂t
and let εα = ρ(E1, E1) and λ = τ−α

n−1 . Then, we can write Hesh(E1, E1) = h′′

and, by the weighted Einstein field equations (11), α = εh−1h′′ +2J , so α depends
only on t. Moreover, since τ is constant, ρ(Ei, Ej) = λg(Ei, Ej) depends only
on t as well. We shall show that N is Einstein as follows. Consider the basis
{Ēi = ϕEi}i=2,...,n which is orthonormal on N . From the expression of the Ricci
tensor of a warped product (see [23]), we have

(15)
ρN (Ēi, Ēj) = ρ(Ēi, Ēj) + εg(Ēi, Ēj)

(

ϕ′′

ϕ + (n− 2) (ϕ
′)2

ϕ2

)

= ϕ2
(

ελ+ ϕ′′

ϕ + (n− 2) (ϕ
′)2

ϕ2

)

εg(Ei, Ej).

Since ρN (Ēi, Ēj) is a function defined on the fiber, it does not depend on t, which
is a coordinate of the base. Hence, ρN = βgN for some β ∈ R and N is Einstein.
Thus, assertion (1) holds.

Now, assume g(∇h,∇h) = 0. Then, it follows from [6] that the Ricci operator is
nilpotent. Moreover, there exists a pseudo-orthonormal basis {∇h, U,X1, . . . , Xn−2}
such that the non-zero terms of the metric tensor are g(∇h, U) = g(Xi, Xi) = 1,
i = 1, . . . , n − 2, and the Ricci operator is given by Ric(U) = ν∇h + µX1 and
Ric(X1) = µ∇h (see [6, 23]).

Since D = 0, equation (14) evaluated on (U,U,X1) yields

0 = (n− 1)ρ ∧ dh(U,U,X1) + g ∧ ι∇hρ(U,U,X1)− τg ∧ dh(U,U,X1)

= −(n− 1)µ.

Hence, µ = 0, so the Ricci operator is two-step nilpotent and it follows from [6]
that (U, g|U) is a Brinkmann wave. �

Note that the warped product structure of non-isotropic solutions with vanish-
ing D tensor, described in Theorem 3.3 (1), is analogous to the case of Riemann-
ian signature discussed in [26]. This analogy also works when considering locally
conformally flat non-isotropic solutions and comparing them to those studied in
Riemannian signature in [17] as we will see in the following subsection.

3.2. Locally conformally flat solutions. We will start this subsection keeping
the dimension of the manifold arbitrary in order to prove Theorem 1.1, and then we
will obtain specific results in dimension four. Unsurprisingly, the vanishing of the
Weyl tensor turns out to be more restrictive than the vanishing of the augmented
Cotton tensor.

Proof of Theorem 1.1: For locally conformally flat solutions, the augmented Cotton
tensor D given by (13) vanishes identically since W = 0 implies dP = 0, so we
apply Theorem 3.3 to obtain a local splitting into a warped product I ×ϕ N if
g(∇h,∇h) 6= 0 and adopt the notation of its proof. A warped product of the form
I ×ϕ N is locally conformally flat if and only if the fiber N has constant sectional
curvature (see [5]).

Once the local splitting into a warped product has been established, we use the
expressions for the Ricci tensor of a warped product (see [23]) and the weighted
Einstein field equations (11) to compute the Laplacian of h, the two eigenvalues of
the Ricci operator (Ric(∇h) = α∇h and Ric(Ei) = λEi for i > 1) and the scalar
curvature in terms of h and ϕ to obtain:

∆h = ε
(

h′′ + (n− 1)h
′ϕ′

ϕ

)

, α = −ε(n− 1)ϕ
′′

ϕ = εh′′

h + τ
n−1 ,

λ = τ−α
n−1 = εϕ′′

ϕ + τ
n−1 , τ = −(n− 1)ε(h

′′

h + (n− 1)h
′ϕ′

hϕ ).
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Note that, for τ , we have used the second expression for α and the fact that, by

(11), h
(

λ− τ
n−1

)

g(Ei, Ei) = Hesh(Ei, Ei) = εϕ′h′

ϕ g(Ei, Ei), where we have used

(5) to obtain the last expression.
The non-diagonal terms of Gh = hρ− Hesh +∆hg vanish identically. Hence we

compute the diagonal terms as follows:

0 = Gh(E1, E1) = −(n− 1)hϕ
′′

ϕ + h′′ + (n− 1)h
′ϕ′

ϕ − h′′

= (n− 1)
(

h′ϕ′−hϕ′′

ϕ

)

,

0 = Gh(Ei, Ei) = ε
(

h
(

ϕ′′

ϕ + ε τ
n−1

)

+
(

h′′ + (n− 1)h
′ϕ′

ϕ

)

− h′ϕ′

ϕ

)

g(Ei, Ei)

= ε
(

h′′ + h(n− 1)ϕ
′′

ϕ + hε τ
n−1

)

g(Ei, Ei),

where we have used the relation h′ϕ′−hϕ′′ = 0 that we got from the first expression
to simplify the second one. Hence we obtain that the system of ODEs given in
(4) are necessary and sufficient conditions for a warped product as above to be a
solution of (3).

Assume now that g(∇h,∇h) = 0 on an open subset U ⊂ M . Since D = 0,
we use Theorem 3.3 to see that the Ricci tensor is either flat or 2-step nilpotent.
Moreover, τ = J = 0 and the only non-zero term of the Ricci tensor is ρ(U,U) = ν.
Therefore, the manifold is a pp-wave if and only if R(D⊥,D⊥, ·, ·) = 0 (see [19]).

Notice that D⊥ = span{∇h,X1, . . . , Xn−2} and, since W = 0, we have that
R = P ©∧ g = 1

n−2ρ©∧ g. Hence by directly substituting in this expression we get

that R(D⊥,D⊥, ·, ·) = 0 and that (M, g) is indeed a pp-wave.
Now, locally conformally flat pp-waves are plane waves that admit local coordi-

nates (u, v, x1 . . . , xn−2) such that the metric takes de form

g(u, v, x1, . . . , xn−2) = 2dvdu+ F (v, x1, . . . , xn−2)dv
2 +

n−2
∑

i=1

dx2
i ,

where F (v, x1, . . . , xn−2) =
a(v)
n−2

∑n−2
i=1 x2

i +
∑n−2

i=1 bi(v)xi + c(v) (see, for example,

[4]). With respect to these coordinates, the only non-vanishing component of the
Ricci tensor is ρ(∂u, ∂u) = −a(u). Moreover, because the distinguished parallel
lightlike distribution of the pp-wave corresponds with ∇h by construction, it fol-
lows that ∇h is a multiple of ∂u, so h(v, u, x1, . . . , xn−2) = h(v). Now, a direct
computation of the terms in (3) yields the only condition:

−a(v)h(v)− h′′(v) = 0,

from where case (2) follows. �

Remark 3.4. The system of ODEs (4) was obtained in [17] for ε = 1 in the Rie-
mannian setting. An analogous reasoning to that in [17] shows that from (4), it
follows that

γ = ϕn−1ϕ′′ + ετ
n(n−1)ϕ

n,

εκ
n−2 = (ϕ′)2 + 2γ

n−2ϕ
2−n + ετ

n(n−1)ϕ
2,

where γ, κ are real constants and ρN = κgN . The discussion of the solutions to these
ODEs in [17] in terms of the constants τ , κ and γ, also applies to the Lorenztian
case by substituting τ and κ with ετ and εκ respectively. Note that these ODEs
are also satisfied in the case D = 0 (not necessarily locally conformally flat), if we
allow a generic Einstein fiber instead of a fiber of constant sectional curvature.

Isotropic locally conformally flat solutions are completely characterized, for arbi-
trary dimension, in Theorem 1.1 (2). For the non-isotropic case, we give a detailed
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description of solutions in dimension four as follows, where the nature of solutions
depends on the sign of the scalar curvature, which is constant by Lemma 3.1.

Corollary 3.5. Let (M, g, h) be a non-isotropic, non-flat solution of the vacuum
weighted Einstein field equations with dimM = 4 and vanishing augmented Cotton
tensor. Then M decomposes locally as a product I × N , where I ⊂ R is an open
interval with ∇h tangent to I; and N is a 3-dimensional manifold with constant
sectional curvature κ. Moreover, the metric and the density functions satisfy one
of the following:

(1) g is a direct product metric εdt2 + gN with t a coordinate parameterizing I
by arc length such that

h(t) = c1 sin
(√

2εκ
ϕ t

)

+ c2 cos
(√

2εκ
ϕ t

)

, if εκ > 0,

h(t) = c1e
√

−2εκ
ϕ

t + c2e
−

√
−2εκ
ϕ

t, if εκ < 0,

(2) g is a warped product metric εdt2+ϕ(t)2gN with t a coordinate parameteriz-
ing I by arc length such that the density function h satisfies h(t) = Aϕ′(t),
A ∈ R

∗, and ϕ takes the following forms, depending on the sign of the
scalar curvature τ of the product:

ϕ(t)2 = 6κ
τ + c1 sin

(√

ετ
3 t
)

+ c2 cos
(√

ετ
3 t
)

, if ετ > 0,

ϕ(t)2 = 6κ
τ + c1e

√
− ετ

3 t + c1e
−
√

− ετ
3 t, if ετ < 0,

ϕ(t)2 = εκt2 + c1t+ c2, if τ = 0, c21 6= 4εc2κ,

where A, c1, c2 are suitable integration constants so that ϕ2(t), h(t) > 0 for all t ∈ I.

Proof. From the first ODE in (4), it follows that either ϕ′ = 0, so we have a
Riemannian product, or h(t) = Aϕ′(t) with A ∈ R

∗ such that h > 0 for all t ∈ I.
In the first case, the remaining non-vanishing components of the weighted Einstein
field equations take the form

0 = Gh(Ei, Ej) = ε
(

h′′ + ε
τ

3
h
)

g(Ei, Ej),

where τ = 6κ
ϕ2 . We can solve the resulting ODE 0 = h′′ + 2εκ

ϕ2 h to get the density

function. Note that, if κ = 0, then the manifold is flat.
Now, assume that ϕ′ 6= 0, so h(t) = Aϕ′(t), and take F (t) = ϕ(t)2. Then,

we compute the scalar curvature of the warped product, in terms of κ and F ,
using the warped product curvature expressions, resulting in the equation 0 =
τF − 3(2κ − εF ′′). We solve this ODE to get the different forms of ϕ2. Then,
a direct computation shows that all components of the weighted Einstein field
equations vanish. Note that, if τ = 0 and c21 = 4εc2κ, the manifold is flat. �

For manifolds of dimensions other than 4, it is not possible to express all possible
solutions in such a simple way as in Corollary 3.5. However, we refer to Section 4
for some generalizations of Kobayashi’s locally conformally flat static spaces to
Lorentzian signature that are of special interest, since they appear as submanifolds
of higher-dimensional solutions. The following example will be used to illustrate
this fact.

Example 3.6. Let (I ×ϕ N, g, h) be a 3-dimensional (Riemannian or Lorentzian)
SMMS, with N a surface of constant Gauss curvature κ. If this triple is a non-flat
solution of the weighted Einstein field equations (3) with vanishing scalar curvature
τ , then the system of ODEs (4) is satisfied and, moreover, γ = ϕ2ϕ′′ and εκ =
(ϕ′)2 + 2γϕ−1 for some constant γ ∈ R\{0}, since the manifold becomes flat if
γ = 0. If γ > 0, this corresponds to case IV.I in [17], and if γ < 0, to case III.1
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(substituting κ by εκ). Notice that all solutions of this kind have two distinct Ricci
eigenvalues.

4. Solutions with harmonic curvature. The diagonalizable case

We have already seen how local conformal flatness only allows for very specific
warped product structures (see Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 3.5) and how they relate
to the Riemannian static spaces discussed in [17]. In order to get a broader family
of solutions with a more flexible geometry, we are going to focus on dimension
four and impose a weaker restriction than local conformal flatness: harmonic Weyl
tensor. Since every solution has constant scalar curvature (see Lemma 3.1), this is
equivalent to the curvature tensor being harmonic.

Our analysis is divided into several sections depending on the structure of the
Ricci operator Ric. We will prove shortly that, for solutions with harmonic cur-
vature, ∇h is an eigenvalue of Ric (see Lemma 4.4). If g(∇h,∇h) 6= 0, since Ric
is self-adjoint, at each point of the manifold, it takes one of the following four
forms (see [23]): On the one hand, relative to an orthonormal frame B1 = {E1 =
∇h/|∇h|, E2, E3, E4},

(16) Ric =









λ1 0 0 0
0 λ2 0 0
0 0 λ3 0
0 0 0 λ4









or Ric =









λ 0 0 0
0 a b 0
0 −b a 0
0 0 0 α









,

with b 6= 0. Following standard terminology, we refer to these structures as Type
I.a and Type I.b, respectively.

On the other hand, relative to a pseudo-orthonormal frame of the form B2 =
{E1 = ∇h/|∇h|, U, V, E2}, where the only non-vanishing terms of the metric are
g(Ei, Ei) = 1, i = 1, 2, g(U, V ) = 1, there are two more possible forms:

(17) Ric =









λ 0 0 0
0 α 0 0
0 ε α 0
0 0 0 β









or Ric =









λ 0 0 0
0 α 0 1
0 0 α 0
0 0 1 α









,

which we call Type II and Type III respectively.
For solutions with g(∇h,∇h) = 0, the Ricci operator is nilpotent [6]. Moreover,

there exists an adapted pseudo-orthonormal frame B0 = {∇h, U,X1, X2} such that
the non-zero terms of the metric tensor are g(∇h, U) = g(Xi, Xi) = 1, i = 1, 2, and
the Ricci operator takes the form

(18) Ric =









0 ν µ 0
0 0 0 0
0 µ 0 0
0 0 0 0









.

Hence, the isotropic solution is Ricci-flat (corresponding to Type I.a), 2-step nilpo-
tent (µ = 0 and ν 6= 0, Type II) or 3-step nilpotent (µ 6= 0, Type III).

Henceforth, we will assume that the Ricci operator of any solution is of constant
type in the manifold. Otherwise, one would restrict to an open subset where this
happens. In this section, we treat the diagonalizable case (see Section 5 for a study
of Type I.b and Section 6 for details on Type II and Type III). Solutions with
harmonic curvature were previously considered in Riemannian signature in [16],
where the Ricci operator is necessarily diagonalizable. Motivated by this work, we
follow some of the arguments applied to static spaces to obtain all possible solutions
in this setting (see also [13] for the study of eigendistributions of the Ricci operator
on manifolds with harmonic curvature, whose arguments will be mimic at some
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instances, and [9] for related arguments for Ricci solitons). Unsurprisingly, some
of the results in this section are reminiscent of those in [16]. However, the fact
that we are working in Lorentzian signature allows for greater flexibility and gives
rise to new geometric structures when the solution is isotropic. Moreover, if ∇h
is timelike, we will see that the Ricci operator is necessarily diagonalizable, so all
solutions with this character of ∇h are described below in Theorem 4.1.

Much like in the Riemannian case, the geometric structure of a non-isotropic
solution strongly depends on the number of distinct eigenvalues of Ric. Arguments
in [13] and [16] show that this number does not change in an open dense subset of
M . Indeed, for x ∈ M , let ERic(x) be the number of distinct eigenvalues of Ricx
and set MRic = {x ∈ M : ERic is constant in a neighborhood of x}. It is clear that
MRic is open. To show that this subset is dense, take x ∈ M and consider any open
ball B centered at x. Since the rank of ERic is finite, there is a point q ∈ B where
ERic(q) is the maximum of ERic on B. Since a small variation of the eigenvalues
cannot decrease the value ERic(q) and because it is maximum by definition, there
is a neighborhood of q where ERic = ERic(q), so q ∈ MRic. Therefore, since we are
working locally, we will treat those points that belong to MRic for the non-isotropic
case.

Theorem 4.1. Let (M, g, h) be a 4-dimensional smooth metric measure space with
diagonalizable Ricci operator and harmonic curvature (not locally conformally flat).

(1) If g(∇h,∇h) = 0, then (M, g) is a solution of equation (3) if and only if
(M, g) is a Ricci-flat pp-wave and, in appropriate local coordinates {u, v, x1, x2},
it can be written as

(19) g(u, v, x1, x2) = 2dudv + F (v, x1, x2)dv
2 + dx2

1 + dx2
2,

with ∆xF = ∂2
x1
F + ∂2

x2
F = 0, and h(u, v, x1, x2) = v.

(2) If g(∇h,∇h) 6= 0 and (M, g, h) is a solution to (3), then
(

MRic, g
∣

∣

MRic

)

is

locally isometric to:
(a) A direct product I2 × M̃ , where M̃ = I1 ×ξ N is a warped product

3-dimensional solution with τ̃ = 0 and N a surface of constant Gauss
curvature. Moreover, h = cξ′ is defined on I1.

(b) A direct product N1 ×N2 of two surfaces of constant Gauss curvature
κ
2 and κ, respectively. The density function is defined on N1 and is a

solution to the Obata equation HesN1

h = −κh
2 gN1 .

Remark 4.2. Notice that the condition on the defining function F of the pp-wave
metric in (19) resembles the Laplace equation. Thus, consider, for example, a
solution of the form F (v, x1, x2) = f(v)(x2

1 − x2
2) to build solutions with harmonic

Weyl tensor but which are not locally conformally flat. Indeed, the non-vanishing
components of the Weyl tensor are, up to symmetries,

W (∂v, ∂x1 , ∂v, ∂x1) = W (∂v, ∂x2 , ∂v, ∂x2) = −f(u).

Remark 4.3. Solutions in Theorem 4.1 (2)-(a) are build from 3-dimensional locally
conformally flat solutions with vanishing scalar curvature (see Example 3.6), just
by adding an Euclidean factor, and result in a multiply warped product of the form
I1 × I2 ×ξ N . Note that the timelike direction corresponds either to the factor
I1 or the factor I2. If I1 ×ξ N is Riemannian with N of constant positive Gauss
curvature (κ > 0), it was pointed out by Kobayashi that there is a solution in
R × S2 which contains a spatial slice of the well-known Schwarzschild spacetime.
Thus, we construct a solution on the 4-dimensional spacetime R× (R×ϕ S2), with
the metric given by g = −ds2 ⊕ gSch, where gSch stands for the spatial part of the
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Schwarzschild metric (see [29] for details on this solution). In contrast, solutions
for κ < 0 are incomplete (cf. [16, Example 3]).

From Example 3.6, taking κ = 0 allows for an explicit expression for ϕ(t). Indeed,
if κ = 0, then (ϕ′)2+2aϕ−1 = 0 and a = ϕ2ϕ′′. Thus, we can write (ϕ′)2+2ϕϕ′′ = 0.
Solving this ODE yields (after a translation of t, if needed) ϕ(t) = K1t

2/3 and
h(t) = K2t

−1/3 for some suitable K1,K2 ∈ R
∗. This gives solutions with Ricci

eigenvalues
{

4ε
9t2 , 0

}

(simple) and
{

− 2ε
9t2

}

(double).

Proof of Theorem 4.1 (1). If g(∇h,∇h) = 0, it was shown in [6] that the manifold
is necessarily Ricci-flat (hence all solutions of this type have harmonic curvature
tensor), and Hesh = 0, so the solution is a Ricci-flat Brinkmann wave with parallel
vector field ∇h. In this case, because ∇h is parallel, R(∇h,X, Y, Z) = 0 for all
vector fields X , Y , Z. Moreover, on a pseudo-orthonormal frame {∇h, U,X1, X2},
we have

0 = ρ(X1, X1) = 2R(X1, U,X1,∇h) +R(X1, X2, X1, X2) = R(X1, X2, X1, X2),

0 = ρ(X1, U) = R(X1, U, U,∇h) +R(X1, X2, U,X2) = R(X1, X2, U,X2).

Analogously, R(X1, X2, U,X1) = 0, so we conclude R(X1, X2, ·, ·) = 0. Conse-
quently, R(∇h⊥,∇h⊥, ·, ·) = 0 and the Brinkmann wave is indeed a pp-wave (see
[19]). There exist local coordinates {u, v, x1, x2} so that the metric is given by
(19). A direct computation shows that, the pp-wave is Ricci-flat if and only if the
spacelike Laplacian vanishes: ∂2

x1
F + ∂2

x2
F = 0. Moreover, h is only a function of v

and, since Hesh = 0, we have h′′(v) = 0. Now, the coordinate v can be normalized
so that h(u, v, x1, x2) = v. �

Non-isotropic solutions require a deeper analysis to provide the classification
in Theorem 4.1 (2). Thus, throughout the rest of this section, all solutions are
assumed to be non-isotropic. Following ideas developed in [16] for the Riemannian
counterpart, we establish some preliminary results. Although we are focusing on
4-dimensional manifolds, they apply to solutions of arbitrary dimension.

Lemma 4.4. For any n-dimensional solution (M, g, h) of the weighted Einstein
field equations (3) with harmonic curvature, Ric(∇h) = λ∇h for some smooth
function λ on M .

Proof. Assume divR = dP = 0. In (12), we can choose X = ∇h, Y ⊥ ∇h and Z
such that g(Z,∇h) = 1 to see that

0 = R(∇h,∇h, Y, Z)

= dh(Z)(ρ− 2Jg)(Y,∇h)− dh(Y )(ρ− 2Jg)(Z,∇h) = ρ(Y,∇h)

for every Y ⊥ ∇h. Consequently,∇h is an eigenvector of the Ricci operator Ric. �

The fact that ∇h is a real eigenvector of Ric has important geometric conse-
quences for vacuum solutions. For example, if ∇h is timelike, since Ric is self-
adjoint, it follows that Ric diagonalizes in a suitable pseudo-orthonormal frame
B1 = {E1, E2, . . . , E4}, where E1 = ∇h/|∇h| and |∇h| =

√

εg(∇h,∇h) (with
ε = g(E1, E1) = −1), g(E2, E2) = −ε and g(Ei, Ei) = 1 for i > 2. (see [23]). We
will refer to this as an adapted frame. Consequently, all solutions with ∇h timelike
are described by Theorem 4.1.

Note that, if ∇h is spacelike, this structure is also possible, with ε = 1, but other
Jordan forms for Ric can also arise. Since we are assuming that Ric diagonalizes,
let RicEi = λiEi. From the vacuum equation (3), it follows that the Hessian
operator hesh = ∇∇h diagonalizes in the frame B1, with hesh Ei = h(λi − 2J)Ei.
In particular, this implies that X(g(∇h,∇h)) = 2Hesh(∇h,X) = 0 for all X ⊥ ∇h,
so the distribution generated by ∇h is totally geodesic. This also means that |∇h|
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is constant on each connected component of the level sets of h, so we can write

∇Ei
E1 = βiEi with βi =

h(λi−2J)
|∇h| . Furthermore, we have

0 = Ei(g(∇h,Ej)) = g(∇Ei
∇h,Ej) + g(∇h,∇Ei

Ej) = g(∇h,∇Ei
Ej)

for i, j > 1, i 6= j. It follows that span{E2, . . . , E4} is closed under Lie bracket, and
the distribution generated by span{E2, . . . , En} is integrable, so M splits locally as
a product I×N , where I is an open interval to which E1 is tangent, and N projects
onto the leaves of the foliation generated by span{E2, . . . , En}. Moreover, we have

d

(

dh

|∇h|

)

= − 1

2|∇h|3d|∇h|2 ∧ dh = 0,

since ∇X(|∇h|2) = 0 for X ⊥ ∇h. Thus, dh/|∇h| is a closed form, and there is a
local coordinate t such that dt = dh/|∇h|. Note that ∇t = ∇h/|∇h| = E1, so that
∇E1E1 = 0, and h = h(t). With this, the metric takes the form

(20) gM = εdt2 ⊕ gN ,

with N Lorentzian if ε = 1 and Riemannian if ε = −1. We compute Hesh(E1, E1) =
h′′ and, from (11), we have λ1 = εh−1h′′ +2J , so λ1 depends only on t. With this,
we prove the following lemma.

Lemma 4.5. Let (M, g, h) be an n-dimensional non-isotropic solution of the weighted
Einstein field equations (3) with harmonic curvature such that the Ricci operator
Ric diagonalizes. Then, all eigenvalues of Ric depend only on the local coordinate
t.

Proof. From the harmonicity condition divR = 0, it follows that the Ricci tensor
satisfies (∇Ei

ρ)(Ei,∇h) = (∇∇hρ)(Ei, Ei). Then, using (11), we see that, for i 6= 1,

(∇Ei
ρ)(Ei,∇h) = Ei(ρ(Ei,∇h))− ρ(∇Ei

Ei,∇h)− ρ(Ei,∇Ei
∇h)

= (λ1 − λi)g(Ei,∇Ei
∇h)

= εih(λ1 − λi)(λi − 2J),

where εi = g(Ei, Ei). On the other hand, (∇∇hρ)(Ei, Ei) = εi∇h(λi), so ∇h(λi) =
h(λ1 − λi)(λi − 2J). Now, since τ is constant and λ1 depends only on t, we have
that τ − λ1 =

∑n
i=2 λi depends only on t. Moreover,

0 = ∇h(τ) = ∇h(λ1) +
∑n

j=2 h(λ1 − λj)(λj − 2J)

= ∇h(λ1) + h(λ1 + 2J)
∑n

j=2 λj − h
(

2J(n− 1)λ1 +
∑n

j=2 λ
2
j

)

.

Since ∇t = ∇h/|∇h| and |∇h| depends only on t, every term in the equation above,
except for

∑n
j=2 λ

2
j , depends only on t. Thus,

∑n
j=1 λ

2
j depends only on t as well.

We can perform this same process for any k ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} by induction.

k−1∇h
(
∑n

i=1 λ
k
i

)

= λk−1
1 ∇h(λ1) +

∑n
j=2 λ

k−1
j ∇h(λj)

= λk−1
1 ∇h(λ1) + h

∑n
j=2 λ

k−1
j (λ1 − λj)(λj − 2J)

= λk−1
1 ∇h(λ1) + h(λ1 + 2J)

∑n
j=2 λ

k
j

−h
(

2Jλ1

∑n
j=2 λ

k−1
j +

∑n
j=2 λ

k+1
j

)

.

By assumption, every term in the equation above, except for
∑n

j=2 λ
k+1
j , depends

only on t. Thus,
∑n

j=1 λ
k+1
j depends only on t as well. As a result, each λi,

i = 1, . . . , n depends only on t. In particular, we have Ei(βj) = Ei(λj) = 0 for all
i, j = 2, . . . , n. �
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It is well-known that the curvature tensor is harmonic if and only if the Ricci
tensor is Codazzi. Previous results from [13] show that this Codazzi character
imposes by itself some important restrictions on the geometry of the leaves of the
eigendistributions of Ric. Indeed, a version of the following result was proved in [13]
and extends from Riemannian to Lorentzian signature when Ric is diagonalizable.
We include the proof here in the interest of completeness and because we will use
the weighted Einstein equation to provide additional information on the connection
relations for a solution (see also [16]).

Lemma 4.6 (cf. [13]). Let (M, g, h) be an n-dimensional non-isotropic solution
of the weighted Einstein field equations (3) with Codazzi and diagonalizable Ricci
tensor. Then, the distribution associated to each eigenvalue of Ric is integrable and
their corresponding leaves are totally umbilical submanifolds of M .

Proof. We work in an adapted local pseudo-orthonormal frame B1 = {E1, . . . , En}
that diagonalizes the Ricci operator and such that g(Ei, Ei) = εi. Denote by Γijk =
g(∇Ei

Ej , Ek) the corresponding Christoffel symbols. First, note that, Γijk = −Γikj

for all i, j, k. We calculate the covariant derivative of the Ricci tensor,

(∇Ei
ρ)(Ej , Ek) = Ei(ρ(Ej , Ek))− ρ(∇Ei

Ej , Ek)− ρ(Ej ,∇Ei
Ek)

= εjδjkEi(λj) + (λj − λk)Γijk.

Now, since ρ is Codazzi, we have

(21) εjδjkEi(λk) + (λj − λk)Γijk = εiδikEj(λk) + (λi − λk)Γjik.

From here, choosing i, j > 1, i 6= j, we obtain

(λi − λj)Γ1ij = (λ1 − λj)g(∇Ei
E1, Ej) = (λ1 − λj)βig(Ei, Ej) = 0.

Hence, for every i, j such that λi 6= λj , Γ1ij = 0. Furthermore, since ∇E1E1 =
0, we have Γ1i1 = 0 and it is clear that Γ1ii = 0 since the adapted frame is
pseudo-orthonormal. It follows that ∇E1Ei stays in the eigenspace associated to
the eigenvalue λi, while being orthogonal to Ei. Similarly, Γii1 = −εiβi and, by
(21), (λj − λi)Γiji = 0 if i, j > 1. Thus, Γiji = 0 if λi 6= λj and Γiii = 0, so
the component of ∇Ei

Ei that is perpendicular to E1 also stays in the eigenspace
associated with λi, while being orthogonal to Ei.

For the rest of the connection coefficients Γijk, with i, j, k > 1, we use (21) to
write (λj − λk)Γijk = (λi − λk)Γjik. It follows that, if λi = λk 6= λj , −Γikj =
Γijk = 0. In other words, if Ei 6= Ek belong to the same eigenspace, then ∇Ei

Ek

stays in it. In summary, let Ei, Ej be vectors in the same eigenspace (we denote
the set of indices corresponding to eigenvectors in the eigenspace associated to λi

by [i]), and Eµ so that λµ 6= λi. Then, in general, the connection relations read

(22)

∇E1E1 = 0, ∇Ei
E1 = βiEi, ∇E1Ei =

∑

k∈[i] εkΓ1ikEk,

∇Ei
Ej = −ε1εiβiδijE1 +

∑

k∈[i] εkΓijkEk,

∇Ei
Eµ =

∑

k/∈[i],k 6=1,µ εkΓiµkEk.

In particular, for two vectors in the same eigenspace, [Ei, Ej ] =
∑

k∈[i] εk(Γijk −
Γjik)Ek, and so the distribution generated by all eigenvectors associated to λi is in-
tegrable. Moreover, the second fundamental form satisfies II(Ei, Ej) = −ε1εiβiδijE1,
so the tangent submanifold is umbilical. �

From this point on, we focus on 4-dimensional solutions to attain the classifica-
tion in Theorem 4.1 (2). Once we are working around a point in MRic, we perform
specific analyses depending on whether the eigenvalues λ2, λ3 and λ4 are all differ-
ent; or at least two of them coincide. As it turns out, the first case is not admissible,
independently of the causal character of ∇h.
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4.1. The three eigenvalues coincide: λ2 = λ3 = λ4. If λ2 = λ3 = λ4 then,
from (22), the connection behaves as follows

∇E1E1 = 0, ∇Ei
E1 = βiEi, ∇E1Ei =

∑

k 6=i εkΓ1ikEk

∇Ei
Ej = −ε1εiβiδijE1 +

∑

k 6=i εkΓijkEk,

where i, j, k ∈ {2, 3, 4}, i 6= k. We consider the distribution span{E2, E3, E4},
which is integrable and whose tangent leaves are umbilical (see Lemma 4.6), with
unit normal E1. Moreover, notice that ∇Ei

E1 ⊥ E1, so these leaves are indeed
spherical. Hence the metric decomposes as a warped product I ×f N (see [25]).
Moreover, since the Ricci eigenvalues λi are equal for i = 2, 3, 4,N is Einstein, hence
of constant sectional curvature. This implies that I×f N is locally conformally flat
(see [5]), so these solutions were already described in Theorem 1.1 (1), but not in
Theorem 4.1.

4.2. Two eigenvalues coincide: λ2 6= λ3 = λ4 or λ2 = λ3 6= λ4. In order to fix
notation, we adapt the pseudo-orthonormal basis {E1 = ∇h/|∇h|, E2, E3, E4} so
that λ2 6= λ3 = λ4 and we allow g(Ei, Ei) = εi for i = 1, 2, 3, so the unit timelike
vector field could be E1, E2 or E3. In this context, the geometry of the manifold
is so restricted that it decomposes as a multiply warped product.

Lemma 4.7. Let (M, g, h) be a 4-dimensional non-isotropic solution of the weighted
Einstein field equations (3) with harmonic curvature tensor, such that the Ricci
operator diagonalizes in the adapted local frame B1 = {E1, . . . , E4}. If there are
two distinct eigenvalues λ2 6= λ3 = λ4, then (M, g) = I1 ×ϕ I2 ×ξ N is a multiply
warped product manifold with metric

(23) g = ε1dt
2 + ε2ϕ(t)

2ds2 + ξ(t)2g̃,

where g̃ is the metric of a Riemannian or Lorentzian surface of constant Gauss
curvature κ and h is a function on t.

Proof. We adapt the relations in (22) to this context to see that

∇E1E1 = 0, ∇Ei
E1 = βiEi, ∇E1E2 = 0, ∇E1E3 = Γ134E4, ∇E1E4 = ε3Γ143E3,

∇E2E2 = −ε1ε2β2E1, ∇E2E3 = Γ234E4, ∇E2E4 = ε3Γ243E3

∇E3E3 = −ε1ε3β3E1 + Γ334E4, ∇E4E4 = −ε1β4E1 + ε3Γ443E3,

∇E3E4 = ε3Γ343E3, ∇E4E3 = Γ434E4, ∇E3E2 = ∇E4E2 = 0.

Notice that the tangent submanifolds to the distributions D1 = span{E1, E2} and
D2 = span{E1, E3, E4} are totally geodesic, since ∇D1 ⊂ D1 and ∇D2 ⊂ D2. We
already know, by Lemma 4.6, that leaves tangent to D3 = span{E3, E4} are um-
bilical but, moreover, ∇Ei

E1 ⊥ E1, E2 for i ∈ {3, 4}, so they are indeed spherical.
Since leaves tangent to span{E2} are also spherical and we already have the de-
composition in (20), the manifold decomposes as a multiply warped product as in
(23) and, moreover, h depends only on t.

Since λ3 and λ4 depend only on t by Lemma 6.2, the Ricci tensor on the fiber g̃
has constant eigenvalues and hence it is of constant Gauss curvature. �

Lemma 4.8. Let (M, g, h) be a multiply warped product solution as in (23) with
h = h(t) and harmonic curvature. Then one of the warping functions, either ϕ or
ξ, is constant.

Proof. Let g be a multiply warped product metric as in (23). Let κ be the Gauss
curvature of g̃, we can choose local coordinates (x2, x3) on N so that

g̃(x2, x3) =
1

(

1 + κ
4 (ε3x

2
2 + x2

3)
)2 (ε3dx

2
2 + dx2

3).
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Using these coordinates and introducing exponentials on the warping functions to
simplify expressions, we set local coordinates (t, x1, x2, x3) on M such that

(24) g = ε1dt
2 + ε2e

2f1(t)dx2
1 + e2f2(t)g̃.

Now, from (12) we see that

0 = R(∇h, ∂x1 , ∂t, ∂x1)− (ρ− 2Jg) ∧ dh(∂x1 , ∂t, ∂x1) =

2ε1ε2e
2f1h′

3

(

−κε1e
−2f2 − 2f ′

1
2 − f ′

1f
′
2 + 3f ′

2
2 − 2f ′′

1 + 2f ′′
2

)

,

from where

e2f2
(

2 (f ′
1)

2 + f ′
1f

′
2 − 3 (f ′

2)
2 + 2f ′′

1 − 2f ′′
2

)

+ κε1 = 0.

A direct computation also shows that

τ = −2ε1
(

−κε1e
−2f2 + (f ′

1)
2 + 2f ′

1f
′
2 + 3 (f ′

2)
2 + f ′′

1 + 2f ′′
2

)

.

Using these two expressions we obtain that f ′′
1 = − 1

6

(

6 (f ′
1)

2 + 6f ′
1f

′
2 + τε1

)

and

f ′′
2 = 1

2e
−2f2κε1 − 3

2 (f
′
2)

2 − 1
2f

′
1f

′
2 − τε1

6 .
Moreover, we compute

Gh(∂x1 , ∂x1) =
1

6
e2f1ε1ε2 (6 (2f

′
2h

′ + h′′) + h (τε1 − 6f ′
1f

′
2))

to get that h′′ = 1
6 (−12f ′

2h
′ + 6hf ′

1f
′
2 − hτε1). Thus, we have expressed the second

derivatives of h, f1 and f2 in terms of lower order terms. Now, we use these relations
to compute

Gh(∂t, ∂t) = (f ′
1 + 2f ′

2) h
′ +
(

−κε1e
−2f2 + (f ′

2)
2 + 2f ′

1f
′
2 +

τε1
2

)

h,

Gh(∂x3 , ∂x3) = 8ε1e
2f2

(κx2
2ε3+κx2

3+4)2
((

f ′
1f

′
2 − (f ′

2)
2 + κε1e

−2f2
)

h+ 2 (f ′
1 − f ′

2)h
′) .

This leads to a homogeneous linear system of two equations in the unknowns h′

and h. Hence, the rank of the associated matrix is zero:

(25) C1 = e2f2 (f ′
1 − f ′

2) (3f
′
1f

′
2 + τε1)− 3κε1f

′
1 = 0.

Differentiating with respect to t and simplifying second order terms, we get

f ′
1

(

3κε1f
′
1 − e2f2 (f ′

1 − f ′
2)
(

4 (f ′
2)

2 + 5f ′
1f

′
2 + τε1

))

= 0.

Thus, either f ′
1 = 0, in which case the lemma holds, or

C2 = 3κε1f
′
1 − e2f2 (f ′

1 − f ′
2)
(

4 (f ′
2)

2 + 5f ′
1f

′
2 + τε1

)

= 0.

If C2 = 0, then we compute

0 = C1 + C2 = −2e2f2f ′
2 (f

′
1 − f ′

2) (f
′
1 + 2f ′

2) .

Hence, there are three possible cases. If f ′
2 = 0, the result follows. If f ′

1 = f ′
2, then

by (25), we have either f ′
1 = 0, so the result follows, or κ = 0, in which case the

manifold is locally conformally flat. Finally, if f ′
1 = −2f ′

2, then f1(t) = C − 2f2(t)
for a constant C, and Gh(∂t, ∂t) = −6h(f ′

2)
2, so f ′

2 = 0. �

Lemma 4.8 above shows that at least one of the warping functions is constant.
Notice that if both are constant, then we have a direct product. In this case, a
direct computation of the equation Gh = 0 shows that, necessarily, κ = 0, so the
manifold is flat. As a result, we can restrict our analysis of the multiply warped
product solutions to the case where one of the warping functions is constant and
the other is strictly non-constant. We first analyze the case ξ′ 6= 0.
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Case ϕ = constant.

Lemma 4.9. Let (M, g, h) be a multiply warped product solution as in (23) with
ϕ constant, with harmonic curvature and h = h(t). Then, (M, g, h) is a solution
of (3) if and only if τ = 0, h = cξ′ and I1 ×ξ N is one of the 3-dimensional locally
conformally flat solutions portrayed in Example 3.6 for the density function h.

Proof. Consider a multiply warped product structure as in (23) with ϕ constant.
Normalize the coordinate s if necessary so that ϕ = 1. Because of the metric
structure we have R(∂t, ∂s, ∂t, ∂s) = 0 and ρ(∂s, ∂s) = 0, so we obtain 0 = τ =
2κ−ε14ξξ

′′−2ε1(ξ
′)2

ξ2 from (12). This implies that the scalar curvature of I1 ×ξ N also

vanishes.
From equation (3), we have that

Gh(∂t, ∂t) = 2
h′ξ′ − hξ′′

ξ
, and Gh(∂s, ∂s) =

ε1ε2 (ξh
′′ + 2h′ξ′)

ξ
.

Hence, on the one hand, solving h′ξ′ − hξ′′ = 0 we get h = cξ′ for a constant
c 6= 0. On the other hand, since h′ξ′ − hξ′′ = 0, we write 0 = ε1ε2G

h(∂s, ∂s) =

h′′+2 ξ′h′

ξ = h′′+2h ξ′′

ξ to obtain the system of ODEs (4) for a locally conformally flat

3-dimensional solution with vanishing scalar curvature, which are further described
by Example 3.6.

Conversely, take any 3-dimensional solution (I1×ξN, h), with (N, gN ) of constant
Gauss curvature κ, h = h(t), and vanishing scalar curvature. Consider the 4-

dimensional manifold (M, g) = I1 × I2 ×ξ N . Then, τ = 2κ−4ε1ξξ
′′−2ε1(ξ

′)2

ξ2 = 0.

Moreover, because the system of ODEs (4) is satisfied, we have h′ξ′ − hξ′′ = 0 and
ξh′′ + 2h′ξ′ = 0, which imply Gh(∂t, ∂t) = Gh(∂s, ∂s) = 0. Using that h = cξ′ we
compute:

ε1ξ
2Gh(X,X) =

(

ξ (h′ξ′ + ξh′′) + h
(

κε1 − ξξ′′ − (ξ′)2
))

g(X,X)

= c(κε1ξ
′ − (ξ′)3 + ξ2ξ(3))g(X,X)

for any vector X tangent to N . Since τ ′ = − 4(κξ′−ε1(ξ′)
3
+ε1ξ

2ξ(3))

ξ3 = 0, this

term vanishes, so (M, g, h) is a 4-dimensional solution. Moreover, κξ′ − ε1 (ξ
′)3 +

ξ2ξ(3)ε1 = 0 is also the necessary and sufficient condition for the manifold to have
harmonic curvature. �

Remark 4.10. Note that solutions given in Lemma 4.9 generically present three
distinct eigenvalues for Ric. Indeed, there is a zero eigenvalue corresponding to the
I2 factor and the number of eigenvalues reduces to two only if I1 ×ξ N is Einstein,
in which case the underlying manifold is flat.

Case ξ = constant.

Lemma 4.11. Let (M, g, h) be a multiply warped product solution as in (23), with
ξ constant, with harmonic curvature and h = h(t). Then (M, g) is a direct product
of two surfaces of constant Gauss curvature and h = cϕ′.

Proof. Since the metric ξ2g̃ on N has constant Gauss curvature κ
ξ2 , we can assume

ξ = 1 in (23) by a change of coordinates and a redefinition of κ. Then, the Ricci
operator is given by

Ric(∂t) = −ε1ϕ
′′

ϕ
∂t, Ric(∂s) = −ε1ϕ

′′

ϕ
∂s, Ric(X) = κX for X tangent to N.

From (12), we have

0 = R(∇h, ∂s, ∂t, ∂s)− (ρ− 2Jg) ∧ dh(∂s, ∂t, ∂s) = −2

3
ε2ϕh

′ (κϕ+ 2ε1ϕ
′′) .
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This implies that − ε1ϕ
′′

ϕ = κ
2 , so the manifold is a direct product of two surfaces

N1 and N2 with constant Gauss curvatures κ
2 and κ respectively. Moreover, we

compute 0 = Gh(∂t, ∂t) =
h′ϕ′−hϕ′′

ϕ , to see that h = cϕ′ for a suitable integration

constant c ∈ R
∗. �

Remark 4.12. Assume we are in the conditions of Lemma 4.11. Then, we can use
the product structure of (23) with ξ = 1 to write simple coordinate expressions for
ϕ and h. Firstly, note that κ cannot vanish, since this results in a direct product
of two flat surfaces (hence a flat solution), with constant density function h.

Now, for κ 6= 0, since − ε1ϕ
′′

ϕ = κ
2 , the warping function ϕ takes the following

forms, depending on the sign of the product ε1κ:

ϕ(t) = c1 sin
(√

ε1κ
2 t
)

+ c2 cos
(√

ε1κ
2 t
)

, if ε1κ > 0,

ϕ(t) = c1e
√

− ε1κ

2 t ++c1e
−
√

− ε1κ

2 t, if ε1κ < 0,

where c1 and c2 are suitable integration constants so that ϕ(t), h(t) > 0 for all t ∈ I.

4.3. Case 3. The eigenvalues of the Ricci operator are different (λ2 6=
λ3 6= λ4). There are no solutions with three different warping functions. The proof
follows the main steps to that given in [16]. Due to its length, in order not to break
the argumentative flow, we postpone it to Appendix A.

4.4. Proof of Theorem 4.1 (2). Let (M, g, h) be a 4-dimensional solution with
diagonalizable Ricci operator and harmonic curvature (not locally conformally flat),
and such that g(∇h,∇h) 6= 0. Then, for any point in MRic, which is open and dense
in M , we apply Lemmas 4.4-4.11 to find the admissible structures at the local level.
Note that, in the hypotheses of Lemma 4.11, the fact that h satisfies the Obata
equation on N1 is immediate from HesN1

h = Hesh
∣

∣

N1
= h(ρ− τ

3 g)
∣

∣

N1
= −κh

2 gN1

(since τ = 3κ). �

5. The case with complex eigenvalues

Throughout the previous section, we have discussed the admissible solutions
with diagonalizable Ricci operator (the only possible case if ∇h is timelike), and
we have seen that the geometric characteristics of such solutions are not dissimilar
from those of Riemannian static spaces discussed in [16, 17, 26] if the solution is
non-isotropic. However, the fact that we are working in Lorentzian signature means
that Ric does not diagonalize, in general, when ∇h is spacelike or lightlike. For
isotropic solutions, it was shown in [6] that the eigenvalues of the Ricci operator are
necessarily real. In this section, we show that this is also the case for 4-dimensional
non-isotropic solutions with harmonic curvature.

Theorem 5.1. Let (M, g, h) be a 4-dimensional solution of the vacuum weighted
Einstein field equations (3) with harmonic curvature. Then, the Ricci operator of
(M, g) has real eigenvalues.

Note that the harmonicity of the curvature is an essential assumption in The-
orem 5.1, since there are solutions with non-real eigenvalues and non-harmonic
curvature, as illustrated by the following example.

Example 5.2. In order to build a solution with complex eigenvalues for the Ricci
operator, we consider a left-invariant metric on the Lie group R

3
⋊ R, this is, a

semi-direct extension of the Abelian group. Let {e1, e2, e3, e4} be a basis of the
corresponding Lie algebra, where e4 generates the R factor, and the Lie bracket
given by

[e1, e4] = −e1, [e2, e4] = e3, [e3, e4] = −e2.
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The Lorentzian metric is given by 〈e1, e1〉 = 〈e2, e2〉 = −〈e3, e3〉 = 〈e4, e4〉 = 1.
Now, we look for an expression of the metric in local coordinates (x, y, z, t) ∈ R

4.
Using the relation dω(X,Y ) = Xω(Y ) − Y ω(X) − ω([X,Y ]), for a 1-form ω, on
the dual basis {e1, e2, e3, e4} we obtain

de1 = e1 ∧ e4, de2 = e3 ∧ e4, de3 = −e2 ∧ e4, de4 = 0.

By relating the basis {e1, e2, e3, e4} with {dx, dy, dz, dt}, and integrating the cor-
responding equations we get a particular solution of the form e1 = e−tdx, e2 =
cos tdy + sin tdz, e3 = sin tdy − cos(t)dz, e4 = dt. Hence,

g = e2tdx2 + cos(2t)(dy2 − dz2) + 2 sin(2t)dydz + dt2.

Consider the positive density function h(t) = e−t, whose gradient is ∇h = −e−t∂t,
so g(∇h,∇h) = e−2t > 0. Moreover, the Ricci and the Hessian operators are given
by

Ric(∂x) = ∂t, Ric(∂y) = ∂z, Ric(∂z) = −∂y, Ric(∂t) = ∂t,

hesh(∂x) = e−t∂t, hesh(∂y) = e−t∂z, hesh(∂z) = −e−t∂y, hesh(∂t) = e−t∂t,

so (R4, g, h) is a solution of Type I.b with λ = 1, α = b = −1 and a = 0. However,
the curvature tensor is not harmonic, since

(∇∂x
ρ)(∂t, ∂t)− (∇∂t

ρ)(∂x, ∂t) = 2e2t 6= 0.

In order to prove Theorem 5.1, assume, on the contrary, that (M, g, h) is a
4-dimensional solution of the vacuum weighted Einstein field equations with ∇h
spacelike and Ricci operator of Type I.b in M , as shown in (16). We work on an
adapted orthonormal basis B1 = {E1 = ∇h/|∇h|, E2, E3, E4} and see that, by the
weighted Einstein equation (11), the Hessian operator is given by

hesh ∇h = λ̃∇h, hesh E2 = ãE2 − b̃E3, heshE3 = b̃E2 + ãE3, heshE4 = α̃E4,

where λ̃ = h(λ− 2J), ã = h(a− 2J), b̃ = hb and α̃ = h(α− 2J). We start by using
the harmonicity of the curvature to obtain information on a, b λ and α, and on the
components of the Levi-Civita connection, with the following two lemmas.

Lemma 5.3. Let (M, g, h) be a solution of Type I.b such that (M, g) has harmonic
curvature. Then, a, b, λ and α have vanishing derivatives in the direction of E2,
E3 and E4. Moreover,

(26)

∇h(a) = h(b2 + (λ − a)(a− 2J)),

∇h(b) = hb(λ+ 2J − 2a),

∇h(α) = h(λ− α)(α − 2J),

∇h(λ) = −h(2b2 − 2a2 − α2 + (λ+ 2J)(2a+ α)− 6Jλ).

Proof. In the frame B1, and using the weighted Einstein equation (11), we compute
(∇∇hρ)(E2,∇h) = 0 and (∇E2ρ)(∇h,∇h) = |∇h|2E2(λ). Since ∇h is spacelike,
from the Codazzi condition (∇∇hρ)(E2,∇h) = (∇E2ρ)(∇h,∇h), we find E2(λ) = 0.
Similarly, we prove E3(λ) = E4(λ) = 0.

We continue to obtain information from the Codazzi condition. On the one hand
we have (∇∇hρ)(E2, E3) = −∇h(b) and (∇E2ρ)(∇h,E3) = −(λ − a)b̃ + bã, which
gives the expression for ∇h(b). In the same way, we compute (∇∇hρ)(Ei, Ei) and
(∇Ei

ρ)(∇h,Ei) for i = 2, 3 to find

−∇h(a) + 2bg(∇∇hE2, E3) = (a− λ)ã− bb̃,

∇h(a) + 2bg(∇∇hE2, E3) = (λ − a)ã+ bb̃,

which yields g(∇∇hE2, E3) = 0 and the expression for ∇h(a). On the other hand,
(∇∇hρ)(E4, E4) = ∇h(α) and (∇E4ρ)(∇h,E4) = (λ−α)α̃ gives us an equation for
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∇h(α). Finally, since τ is constant by Lemma 3.1, and τ = λ + 2a + α, we have
0 = ∇h(λ) + 2∇h(a) + ∇h(α), which yields the last equation in (26). Moreover,
since we know Ei(λ) = 0 for i = 2, 3, 4 and τ is constant, it follows that 2Ei(a) =
−Ei(α). Thus, taking the derivative of the equation above in the direction of Ei,
for i = 2, 3, 4, it follows that Ei(2a

2 + α2 − 2b2) = 0. Now, take

h−1∇h(a2 + 1
2α

2 − b2) = (λ + 2J)(2a2 + α2 − 2b2)− 2Jλ(2a+ α)

−2a3 − α3 + 6ab2.

Differentiating this expression in the direction of Ei yields Ei(2a
3+α3−6ab2) = 0.

In summary, we have three distinct expressions:

Ei(α) = −2Ei(a), Ei(2a
2 + α2 − 2b2) = 0, Ei(2a

3 + α3 − 6ab2) = 0,

for i = 2, 3, 4. Using the first and second ones, we can write Ei(b) =
a−α
b Ei(a), so

now the third equation becomes

0 = 6a2Ei(a) + 3α2Ei(α) − 6b2Ei(a)− 12abEi(b)

= −6((a− α)2 + b2)Ei(a).

Since b 6= 0, it follows that Ei(a) = Ei(α) = Ei(b) = 0. �

Lemma 5.4. Let (M, g, h) be a solution of Type I.b such that (M, g) has harmonic
curvature. Let C be the matrix such that C1i = ∇∇hEi, Ci1 = ∇Ei

∇h and Cij =
∇Ei

Ej , for i, j ∈ {2, 3, 4}. Then,

C =













λ̃∇h 0 0 0

ãE2 − b̃E3
ã

|∇h|2∇h+ α−a
b ΓE4

b̃
|∇h|2∇h+ ΓE4 Γ

(

α−a
b E2 − E3

)

b̃E2 + ãE3
b̃

|∇h|2∇h− ΓE4 − ã
|∇h|2∇h+ α−a

b ΓE4 −Γ
(

E2 +
α−a
b E3

)

α̃E4 − (α−a)2+b2

2b2 ΓE3 − (α−a)2+b2

2b2 ΓE2 − α̃
|∇h|2∇h













where Γ = g(∇E2E3, E4).

Proof. The column Ci1 is given by the weighted Einstein equation (11) and the
fact that ∇Ei

∇h = hesh Ei. We also use g(∇Ei
Ej ,∇h) = −Hesh(Ei, Ej) to

find the component in the direction of ∇h of ∇Ei
Ej . Now, from the proof of

Lemma 5.3, we know that g(∇∇hE2, E3) = −g(∇∇hE3, E2) = 0. Next, we com-
pute (∇∇hρ)(Ei, E4) = (∇Ei

ρ)(∇h,E4), with i = 2, 3, to find

(α− a)g(E2,∇∇hE4) + bg(E3,∇∇hE4) = 0,

(α− a)g(E3,∇∇hE4)− bg(E2,∇∇hE4) = 0.

Since b 6= 0, we have g(∇∇hEi, E4) = −g(∇∇hE4, Ei) = 0, for i = 2, 3, 4. Moreover,
g(∇∇hEi,∇h) = Hesh(Ei,∇h) = 0 for i = 2, 3, 4. This completes the row C1i.

Let Γijk = g(∇Ei
Ej , Ek) (notice that Γijk = −Γikj) and∇iρjk = (∇Ei

ρ)(Ej , Ek).
Then, compute ∇2ρ33 = 2bΓ223 and ∇3ρ23 = 0 to find Γ223 = 0. Analogously, from
∇3ρ22 = ∇2ρ32, we have Γ332 = 0. Moreover, from ∇iρ44 = ∇4ρi4 for i = 2, 3 it
follows that

0 = bΓ443 + (α− a)Γ442, 0 = (α − a)Γ443 − bΓ442,

from where Γ443 = Γ442 = 0. Hence, the only non-vanishing Γijk (up to symmetries)
are Γ4ij and Γij4, where i, j = 2, 3. Finally, we use ∇4ρii = ∇iρ4i to find

2bΓ423 = −(α− a)Γ224 − bΓ234, 2bΓ423 = −(α− a)Γ334 + bΓ324,

while ∇3ρ24 = ∇2ρ34 = ∇4ρ23 gives two more relations:

0 = (α− a)Γ234 − bΓ224, 0 = (α − a)Γ324 + bΓ334.
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Setting Γ234 = Γ, the indeterminate system given by these four equations yields

Γ224 = Γ334 =
α− a

b
Γ, Γ324 = −Γ, Γ423 = − (α− a)2 + b2

2b2
Γ,

which completes the remaining terms of the matrix C. �

The two lemmas above exhaust the amount of information we can extract from
the harmonicity of the curvature tensor. However, more compatibility conditions
can be obtained through the Jacobi identity of vector fields and the restrictions
that the vacuum weighted Einstein equations impose on the curvature tensor.

Lemma 5.5. Let (M, g, h) be a solution of Type I.b of the weighted Einstein equa-
tions such that (M, g) has harmonic curvature, with the connection coefficients
given by Lemma 5.4. Then, Ei(Γ) = 0 for i = 2, 3, 4.

Proof. We use the Jacobi identity of vector fields to write

[[E4, E2], E3] + [[E2, E3], E4] + [[E3, E4], E2] = 0.

Using the notation of Lemma 5.4, the Lie brackets take the form

[E4, E2] = −α−a
b ΓE2 − (α−a)2−b2

2b2 ΓE3, [E2, E3] = 2ΓE4,

[E3, E4] = −α−a
b ΓE3 +

(α−a)2−b2

2b2 ΓE2.

Moreover, by Lemma 5.3, we have that Ei(α) = Ei(a) = Ei(b) = 0 for i = 2, 3, 4.
Hence,

[[E4, E2], E3] = α−a
b E3(Γ)E2 +

(α−a)2−b2

2b2 E3(Γ)E3 − 2α−a
b Γ2E4,

[[E2, E3], E4] = −2E4(Γ)E4,

[[E3, E4], E2] = 2α−a
b Γ2E4 +

α−a
b E2(Γ)E3 − (α−a)2−b2

2b2 E2(Γ)E2.

Taking the sum of the three brackets, it follows that E4(Γ) = 0. Moreover, from
the components in the direction of E2 and E3 respectively, we have

0 =
α− a

b
E3(Γ)−

(α− a)2 − b2

2b2
E2(Γ), 0 =

(α− a)2 − b2

2b2
E3(Γ) +

α− a

b
E2(Γ).

The determinant associated to this homogeneous system is
(

(α−a)2+b2

2b2

)2

6= 0, so

the only solution is E2(Γ) = E3(Γ) = 0. �

Lemma 5.6. Let (M, g, h) be a solution of Type I.b of the weighted Einstein equa-
tions such that (M, g) has harmonic curvature, with the connection coefficients
given by Lemma 5.4. Then, the following equations are satisfied:

0 = (α−a)2+b2

b2 Γ2 − 2 (a− J)− h2

|∇h|2 ((a− 2J)
2
+ b2 + (a− 2J) (α− 2J)),(27)

0 = (α−a)((α−a)2+b2)
b2 Γ2 + 2b2 + h2

|∇h|2 b
2 (α− 2J) ,(28)

0 = (α−a)2+b2

b2 Γ2 + α− J + h2

|∇h|2 (a− 2J) (α− 2J) .(29)

Proof. Recall that E1 = ∇h
|∇h| and denote

Rijkl = R(Ei, Ej , Ek, El) = g((∇[Ei,Ej ] − [∇Ei
,∇Ej

])Ek, El).

We will use Lemmas 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 to compute the different components of the
curvature tensor. For example,

R(E2, E4)E3 = α−a
b Γ∇E2E3 +

(α−a)2−b2

2b2 Γ∇E3E3

+ (α−a)2+b2

2b2 Γ∇E2E2 +
b̃

|∇h|2∇E4∇h+ Γ∇E4E4

=
(

(α−a)((α−a)2+b2)
b3 Γ2 + b̃α̃

|∇h|2
)

E4.
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Other components follow analogously, and the following are of interest:

(30)

−R3434 = R2424 = (α−a)2+b2

b2 Γ2 + h2

|∇h|2 (a− 2J) (α− 2J) ,

R2434 = (α−a)((α−a)2+b2)
b3 Γ2 + h2

|∇h|2 b (α− 2J) ,

R2323 = −2 (α−a)2+b2

b2 Γ2 + h2

|∇h|2
(

(a− 2J)
2
+ b2

)

.

On the other hand, we use equation (12) to compute the following components
involving E1:

(31) R2121 = a− 2J, R2131 = b, R4141 = −α+ 2J.

Now, using the definition of the Ricci tensor, we have

−a = ρ22 = R2121 + R2323 +R2424,

−b = ρ23 = R2131 + R2434,

α = ρ44 = R4141 − R2424 +R3434.

Substituting in the expressions given by (30) and (31), the result follows. �

5.1. Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let (M, g, h) be a 4-dimensional Type I.b solution
of the vacuum weighted Einstein field equations (3) such that (M, g) has harmonic
curvature. For this solution, Lemmas 5.3-5.6 stated throughout this section apply.

Let H = h2

|∇h|2 . We analyze two cases separately: α = a and α 6= a.

Case α = a: Equations (27), (28) and (29) in Lemma 5.6 reduce to

0 = 2 (a− J) +H(2 (a− 2J)
2
+ b2)− Γ2,

0 = 2b2 +Hb2 (a− 2J) ,

0 = a− J +H (a− 2J)
2
+ Γ2.

Since b 6= 0, we solve for a in the second expression to get a = 2JH−1
H . The

remaining two equations become

0 = b2H +
4

H
+ 2J − Γ2, 0 =

2

H
+ J + Γ2,

so adding both yields

(32) 0 = b2H +
6

H
+ 3J.

Now, notice that ∇h(H) = 2h(1 − H(λ − 2J)). Using this, the fact that λ =
6J − 3a = 6

H , and the expression for ∇h(b) given by Lemma 5.3, we differentiate

(32) in the direction of ∇h. This gives 0 = 2 h
H2 (5b

2H2 − 12JH + 30). Hence,

(33) 0 = 5b2H2 − 12JH + 30.

Combining (32) and (33), it follows that 0 = 6 + b2H2, which is not possible.

Case α 6= a: This case requires some fairly long, although straightforward, compu-
tations, which we present schematically. Firstly, we compute the (28)− (α− a)(27)
and (29)− (27) to remove the Γ and obtain two polynomials in R[J, a, b, α,H ], that
must vanish for our solution:

P1 = −ab2H − 8J2aH − 4JaHα+ 6Ja2H + 2Ja+ aHα2 − a3H

+2aα− 2a2 − 2Jb2H + 2b2Hα+ 2b2 + 8J2Hα− 2JHα2 − 2Jα,

P2 = −8JaH + 2aHα+ a2H + 2a+ b2H + 12J2H − 4JHα− 3J + α.
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Now, use ∇h(H) = 2h(1−H(λ− 2J)), λ = 6J − 2a− α and the derivatives given

by Lemma 5.3 to compute two new polynomials P3 = ∇h(P1)
h and P4

∇h(P2)
2h :

P3 = 8Jab2H − 11ab2Hα+ 4a2b2H − 22ab2 − 96J3aH − 64J2aHα

+108J2a2H + 24J2a+ 6Ja2Hα+ 28JaHα2 − 40Ja3H + 30Jaα

−34Ja2 + a3Hα− 3a2Hα2 − 3aHα3 + 5a4H − 6a2α+ 4aα2

+10a3 − 36J2b2H + 30Jb2Hα+ 30Jb2 − 3b2Hα2 − b4H + 2b2α

+96J3Hα− 44J2Hα2 − 24J2α+ 6JHα3 + 4Jα2,

P4 = −ab2H − 24J2aH + 8JaHα+ 8Ja2H + 6Ja− aHα2 − a2Hα− a3H

−2a2 + b2Hα+ 2b2 + 24J3H − 12J2Hα− 6J2 + 2JHα2 + 3Jα− α2.

Finally, we compute P5 = ∇h(P3)
h and P6 = ∇h(P4)

h , which gives two additional
polynomials:

P5 = 676J2ab2H − 514Jab2Hα− 92Ja2b2H − 900Jab2 + 94a2b2Hα

+51ab2Hα2 − 20a3b2H + 20ab4H + 12ab2α+ 280a2b2 − 1824J4aH

−1536J3aHα+ 2744J3a2H + 456J3a+ 240J2a2Hα+ 1012J2aHα2

−1564J2a3H + 692J2aα− 840J2a2 + 70Ja3Hα− 234Ja2Hα2

−210JaHα3 + 404Ja4H − 246Ja2α− 202Jaα2 + 460Ja3 − 17a4Hα

+15a3Hα2 + 27a2Hα3 + 15aHα4 − 40a5H + 20a3α+ 46a2α2

+14aα3 − 80a4 − 840J3b2H + 696J2b2Hα+ 672J2b2 − 138Jb2Hα2

−16Jb4H + 38Jb2α+ 9b2Hα3 − 9b4Hα− 18b2α2 − 24b4 + 1824J4Hα

−1208J3Hα2 − 456J3α+ 312J2Hα3 + 148J2α2 − 30JHα4 − 12Jα3,

P6 = −7ab2Hα+ 4a2b2H − 22ab2 − 336J3aH + 160J2aH + 184J2a2Hα

+84J2a− 36JaHα2 − 48Ja2Hα− 48Ja3H − 12Jaα− 50Ja2

+3aHα3 + 5a2Hα2 + 5a3Hα+ 5a4H + 2aα2 + 2a2α+ 10a3

−24J2b2H + 24Jb2Hα+ 38Jb2 − 3b2Hα2 − b4H − 2b2α+ 240J4H

−168J3Hα− 60J3 + 52J2Hα2 + 42J2α− 6JHα3 − 22Jα2 + 4α3.

Thus, we have the system of polynomial equations in the variables J, a, b, α,H
given by {Pi = 0}. Let I = 〈Pi〉 be the ideal generated by the polynomials Pi.
Notice that a solution of the system is a solution of any polynomial in the ideal
I ⊂ R[J, a, b, α,H ]. Now, we look for an appropriate polynomial by computing a
Gröbner basis G for I using graded lexicographic order (we refer to [12] for details
on the properties of Gröbner basis and some algorithms used to compute them).
As a result, we obtain a basis with 13 polynomials, which include the following:

G = 16b8 + 8b6α2 + b4α4 ∈ G.
Since G ∈ I, it must vanish, so we conclude that b = 0 necessarily, which contradicts
the assumption that the solution is of Type I.b. �

6. Non-diagonalizable cases with real eigenvalues

In this section, we focus on the non-diagonalizable cases with real eigenvalues.
Hence, we will tackle 4-dimensional solutions (M, g, h) of the vacuum weighted
Einstein field equations with ∇h spacelike, such that the Ricci operator is of Type
II or Type III, as given by (17). We also include in this section any isotropic
solutions that are either 2-step nilpotent or 3-step nilpotent, and we will use the
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same frame as in (18) in this case. As in the previous two sections, all solutions
are assumed to have harmonic curvature and the results will complete the proof of
Theorem 1.2, which is included at the end of the section.

6.1. Type II solutions. We begin by analyzing solutions with Ricci operator of
Type II. We already know from [6] that isotropic solutions have nilpotent Ricci
operator. Hence, we consider the case with ∇h spacelike first.

Assume Ric is of Type II with ∇h spacelike. Then, there exists a pseudo-
orthonormal frame B2 as in (17), so that the Ricci operator is given by Ric∇h =
λ∇h, RicU = αU + εV , RicV = αV and RicE2 = βE2. Now, from the weighted
Einstein field equations (3), it follows that the Hessian operator hesh = ∇∇h has
the following form in this frame:

hesh ∇h = λ̃∇h, hesh U = α̃U + εhV, hesh V = α̃V, hesh E2 = β̃E2,

where λ̃ = h(λ− 2J), α̃ = h(α− 2J) and β̃ = h(β − 2J).

Lemma 6.1. Let (M, g, h) be a Type II solution with ∇h spacelike. Then M splits
as a direct product I ×N , with metric gM = dt2 ⊕ gN where ∂t = E1 = ∇h/|∇h|.
Proof. Since hesh E1 = λ̃E1, the distribution generated by ∇h is totally geodesic.
Furthermore, we see that

0 = U(g(∇h, V )) = g(∇U∇h, V ) + g(∇h,∇UV ) = α̃+ g(∇h,∇UV ),

0 = V (g(∇h, U)) = g(∇V ∇h, U) + g(∇h,∇V U) = α̃+ g(∇h,∇V U),

so g([U, V ],∇h) = 0. Similarly, we verify that g([U,E2],∇h) = g([V,E2],∇h) = 0.
Thus, span{U, V,E2} is close under the Lie bracket, and the distribution generated
by span{U, V,E2} is integrable. Following the same argument that was used in
Section 4 to obtain (20), it follows that, locally, M splits as a product I ×N , with
the metric gM = dt2 ⊕ gN , where t is such that dt = dh/|∇h| and h = h(t). Note
that, since ∇h is spacelike, ∂t = ∇t = E1. �

Notice that, from Lemma 6.1 we can compute Hesh(∂t, ∂t) = h′′, and λ =
h−1h′′ + 2J , so λ depends only on t. This is indeed true for the three eigenvalues.

Lemma 6.2. Let (M, g, h) be a Type II solution with ∇h spacelike. Then, all
eigenvalues of the Ricci operator depend only on the local coordinate t. Thus, for
the adapted frame B2 = {E1, U, V, E2} one has

U(α) = V (α) = E2(α) = 0 and U(β) = V (β) = E2(β) = 0.

Proof. Since the curvature tensor is harmonic, the Ricci tensor is Codazzi. Hence,
on the one hand, we have

(∇∇hρ)(U, V ) = ∇h(ρ(U, V ))− ρ(∇∇hU, V )− ρ(U,∇∇hV )

= ∇h(α) − αg(∇∇hU, V )− αg(U,∇∇hV )− εg(V,∇∇hV )

= ∇h(α),

where we have used ∇h(g(U, V )) = 0 and ∇h(g(V, V )) = 0. On the other hand,

(∇Uρ)(∇h, V ) = −ρ(∇U∇h, V )− ρ(∇h,∇UV )

= −αg(∇U∇h, V )− λg(∇h,∇UV ) = (λ− α)α̃,

so we end up with ∇h(α) = h(λ−α)(α−2J). We can also write (∇∇hρ)(E2, E2) =

∇h(β), and (∇E2ρ)(∇h,E2) = (λ− β)β̃, so that ∇h(β) = h(λ− β)(β − 2J). Now,
since τ = λ+2α+β is constant and λ depends only on t, we apply the same process
as in Lemma 4.5 to show that both α and β depend only on t. �

The fact that the Ricci tensor is Codazzi, together with the information already
obtained, allow to compute some Christoffel symbols as follows.
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Lemma 6.3. Let (M, g, h) be a Type II solution with ∇h spacelike. Then, for the
adapted frame B2 = {∇h, U, V,E2}, the following equations are satisfied:

0 = (α− β)g(∇E2V,E2),

0 = (α− β)g(∇∇hU,E2) + εg(∇∇hV,E2),

0 = (α− β)g(∇∇hV,E2),

0 = g(∇V V, U),

0 = (α− β)g(∇V V,E2),

0 = (α− β)g(E2,∇UU) + εg(E2,∇UV )− 2εg(U,∇E2V ),

0 = (α− β)g(∇V U,E2) + εg(∇V V,E2),

0 = (α− β)g(∇UV,E2),

0 = (α− β)g(∇E2U,E2) + εg(∇E2V,E2).

Proof. Using Lemma 6.2 and the Codazzi character of the Ricci tensor, we further
analyze the connection coefficients for the different vectors. For example,

(∇V ρ)(E2, E2) = V (β) − 2ρ(∇V E2, E2) = −2βg(∇V E2, E2) = 0,

and similarly, (∇E2ρ)(V,E2) = (α − β)g(∇E2V,E2), hence (α − β)g(∇E2V,E2) =
0. The remaining components of the covariant derivative of the Ricci tensor are
computed in a similar manner, and we omit details. �

Once we have obtained enough information on the Levi-Civita connection with
respect to the adapted frame, we are ready to give the following classification result
for Type II solutions, where we distinguish the isotropic case from that in which
∇h is spacelike.

Theorem 6.4. Let (M, g, h) be a 4-dimensional solution of the vacuum weighted
Einstein field equations (3) with harmonic curvature and Ricci operator of Type II.

(1) If g(∇h,∇h) > 0, then (M, g) is a Kundt spacetime.
(2) If g(∇h,∇h) = 0, then Ric is 2-step nilpotent and (M, g) is a pp-wave.

Moreover, there exist local coordinates {u, v, x1, x2} such that

gppw(u, v, x1, x2) = 2 du dv + F (v, x1, x2) dv
2 + dx2

1 + dx2
2

with h = h(v) and ∆xF = ∂2
x1
F + ∂2

x2
F = −2h′′(v)

h(v) .

Proof. Assume first that ∇h is spacelike. We work in the adapted pseudo-orthonor-
mal frame B2 so that Ric is given by (17). From Lemma 6.3, either if α = β or
α 6= β, we have

g(∇V V, U) = 0, g(∇V V,E2) = 0.

Moreover, g(∇V V, V ) = 0 (since g(V, V ) = 0), and g(∇V V,∇h) = −Hesh(V, V ) =
0. Hence ∇V V = 0 and V is geodesic.

In what follows we show that V satisfies ∇XV = ω(X)V for some 1-form ω
and X ⊥ V as in (7) to show that the spacetime is Kundt. We check directly
from Lemma 6.3 that g(∇E2V,E2) = 0 and g(∇∇hV,E2) = 0. Furthermore,
from the structure of Hesh, it follows that g(∇E2V,∇h) = −Hesh(V,E2) = 0,
g(∇∇hV,∇h) = −Hesh(V,∇h) = 0. Finally, since V is lightlike, g(∇∇hV, V ) =
g(∇E2V, V ) = 0. Hence, for any X ⊥ V , we can write ∇XV = ω(X)V for some
1-form ω satisfying ω(V ) = 0, ω(∇h) = g(∇∇hV, U) and ω(E2) = g(∇E2V, U).

Now, we consider the isotropic case, i.e. assume ∇h is lightlike. We consider the
pseudo-orthonormal frame B0 = {∇h, U,X1, X2} so that Ric takes the form of (18)
with µ = 0. Since Ric is 2-step nilpotent, the image of every vector field in the basis
vanishes except for Ric(U) = ν∇h. Moreover, equations (3) reduce to hρ = Hesh,
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so we have that ∇∇h∇h = ∇X1∇h = ∇X2∇h = 0, and that ∇U∇h = hν∇h.
Therefore, ∇h is a recurrent vector field.

We compute

0 = ρ(X1, U) = R(X1, U, U,∇h) +R(X1, X2, U,X2), and

0 = ρ(X1, X1) = 2R(X1, U,X1,∇h) +R(X1, X2, X1, X2).

Since dP = 0 and J = 0, we obtain from (12) that R(∇h,X, Y, Z) = ρ∧dh(X,Y, Z),
so

R(∇h, U, U,X1) = ρ ∧ dh(U,U,X1) = 0, and
R(∇h,X1, U,X1) = ρ ∧ dh(X1, U,X1) = 0.

Hence R(X1, X2, X2, U) = 0 and R(X1, X2, X1, X2) = 0. Analogously, we obtain
that R(X1, X2, X1, U) = 0. Therefore, since Im(Ric) is isotropic and R(D⊥,D⊥) =
0 we conclude that that (M, g) is a pp-wave (see [19]).

Adopt canonical coordinates for a pp-wave so that the metric is given as in (9)
with ∂uF = 0. Then the curvature tensor is harmonic if and only if ∆xF = ∂2

x1
F +

∂2
x2
F = λ(v) is a function of the coordinate v. Moreover, a direct computation

shows that the only possibly non-vanishing component of Gh is

Gh(∂v, ∂v) =
1

2

(

−2h′′(v)− h(v)
(

∂2
x1
F + ∂2

x2
F
))

.

Hence, from Gh(∂v, ∂v) = 0, we obtain ∂2
x1
F + ∂2

x2
F = −2h′′(v)

h(v) . �

Remark 6.5. Note, from Theorem 6.4, that Type II solutions of the vacuum weighted
Einstein field equations with ∇h spacelike are Kundt spacetimes where the distin-
guished lightlike vector field is V in the adapted frame B2 = {∇h, U, V,E2}. Indeed,
the covariant derivative of V satisfies

∇V V = 0, ∇∇hV = g(∇∇hV, U)V, ∇E2V = g(∇E2V, U)V.

Associated to any Kundt spacetime, there exist canonical local coordinates as in
(8). However, not every Kundt spacetime has Ricci operator of Type II.

If α 6= β, using the conditions of the previous results for Type II solutions, we
can obtain more specialized coordinates as follows. From the relations obtained in
Lemmas 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 we get that

∇∇h∇h = λ̃∇h, ∇E2∇h = β̃E2, ∇E2E2 ‖ ∇h, and ∇∇hE2 = 0.

Hence, the distribution span{∇h,E2} is totally geodesic and span{U, V } is an inte-
grable distribution, so the splitting in Lemma 6.1 can be further specialized. Thus,
there exist local coordinates {t, e2, u, v} so that h = h(t) and the metric takes the
form

g(t, e2, u, v) = dt2 + r(t, e2)de
2
2 + 2H(t, e2, u, v)dvdu + F (t, e2, u, v)dv

2.

Working with these local coordinates, a direct computation of the Hessian operator

of h shows that the eigenvalues are: h′′, h′∂tr
2r , and h′∂tH

2H . Since the Ricci eigen-
values only depend on the coordinate s, so do the eigenvalues of hesh, which are
related by equation (3). Hence, r and H decompose as r(t, e2) = r1(t)r2(e2) and
H(t, e2, v, u) = H0(t)H1(e2, v, u). Moreover, a direct computation of Gh yields

Gh(∂u, ∂e2) =
1

2
h (∂e2H1∂uH1 −H1∂e2∂uH1) /H

2
1 .

From where ∂e2H1∂uH1 −H1∂e2∂uH1 = 0, which induces an extra decomposition
on the function H1 of the form H1(e2, u, v) = H2(e2, v)H3(u, v). Hence, the metric
can be written as

(34)
g(t, e2, u, v) = dt2 + r1(t)r2(e2)de

2
2 + F (t, e2, u, v)dv

2

+2H0(t)H2(e2, v)H3(u, v)dudv.
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Generically, metrics given by (34) have Ricci operator of type II. However, they do
not have harmonic Weyl tensor nor do they satisfy the vacuum weighted Einstein
field equations in general.

Remark 6.6. Solutions of dimension 4 realized on the family of pure radiation waves,
with the metric given by (9), were studied by the authors in [7], and classification
results were given both in the general case and for solutions with harmonic cur-
vature. In the latter case, it was proved that isotropic solutions are realized on
pp-waves and non-isotropic ones, on plane waves. In both instances, they are of
Type II. This contrasts with the broader family of Kundt spacetimes, where we can
find Type III solutions with harmonic curvature tensor (see Example 6.8).

6.2. Type III solutions. In this subsection we consider solutions with Ricci op-
erator of Type III as specified in (17) or in (18), depending on the whether ∇h is
spacelike or lightlike. We already know that there are no solutions of this kind with
∇h timelike. In both possible cases, all solutions are realized on Kundt spacetimes
as shown in the following result.

Theorem 6.7. Let (M, g, h) be a 4-dimensional solution of the vacuum weighted
Einstein field equations (3) with harmonic curvature and Ricci operator of Type
III. Then:

(1) If g(∇h,∇h) > 0, (M, g) is a Kundt spacetime. Moreover, there exist local
coordinates as in (8) where h = h(v, x1, x2).

(2) If g(∇h,∇h) = 0 on an open subset, then (M, g) is a Kundt spacetime.
Moreover, the Ricci operator is 3-step nilpotent and there exist local coor-
dinates as in (8) with h = h(v).

Proof. We assume (M, g, h) is a 4-dimensional solution with harmonic curvature
and Ricci operator of Type III. We assume first that g(∇h,∇h) > 0. According to
(17) and taking into account Lemma 4.4, there exists a suitable adapted frame B2 =
{∇h, U, V,E2} on which the Ricci operator is given by Ric∇h = λ∇h, RicU = αU ,
RicV = αV + E2 and RicE2 = αE2 + U . The treatment of solutions of this type
is similar to that of the previous case. However, proving that the gradient of the
Ricci eigenvalues has no component in ∇h⊥ is simpler. Indeed, we have

(∇∇hρ)(U,∇h) = ∇h(ρ(U,∇h))− ρ(∇∇hU,∇h)− ρ(U,∇∇h∇h)

= −λg(∇∇hU,∇h)− αg(U,∇∇h∇h) = 0,

where we have used ∇∇h∇h = h(λ− 2J)∇h and g(U,∇h) = 0. Now, we can write

(∇Uρ)(∇h,∇h) = U(ρ(∇h,∇h))− 2ρ(∇U∇h,∇h)

= U(λ)|∇h|2 + λU(g(∇h,∇h)) − 2λg(∇U∇h,∇h)

= U(λ)|∇h|2.
Since the Ricci tensor is Codazzi and |∇h|2 > 0, it follows that U(λ) = 0. Moreover,
τ = λ + 3α is constant, so U(α) = 0. We can similarly compute the analogous
covariant derivatives for V and E2 instead of U , yielding V (λ) = V (α) = 0 and
E2(λ) = E2(α) = 0.

In order to show that (M, g) is a Kundt spacetime, we are going to see that the
lightlike vector U satisfies

∇UU = 0, ∇∇hU = g(∇∇hU, V )U, ∇E2U = g(∇E2U, V )U.

The process of computing the covariant derivatives of the Ricci tensor and applying
the Codazzi condition is the same as in previous instances, so we omit details. First,
we compute (∇Uρ)(U, V ) = −g(∇UU,E2) and (∇V ρ)(U,U) = 0, so g(∇UU,E2) =
0. Similarly, we have (∇Uρ)(E2, V ) = g(∇UU, V ) and (∇V ρ)(E2, U) = 0, so
g(∇UU, V ) = 0. The component in the direction of ∇h is easier to compute:
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g(∇UU,∇h) = −Hesh(U,U) = 0. Similarly, since U is lightlike, it is immediate
that g(∇UU,U) = 0. Thus, we have proved that ∇UU = 0.

Now, we need to compute ∇∇hU and ∇E2U . For the first derivative, we can
write g(∇∇hU,U) = 0 and g(∇∇hU,∇h) = −Hesh(U,∇h) = 0. Therefore, we only
need to determine the component given by g(∇∇hU,E2). To that end, consider the
covariant derivatives (∇∇hρ)(U, V ) = ∇h(α) − g(∇∇hU,E2) and (∇V ρ)(∇h, U) =
h(α − 2J)(λ − α). Moreover, h(α − 2J) = − 1

3hλ so, by the Codazzi condition on
the Ricci tensor, we have

(35) ∇h(α) = g(∇∇hU,E2) +
h

3
(α − λ)λ.

Alternatively, we can compute (∇∇hρ)(E2, E2) = ∇h(α) + 2g(E2,∇∇hU) and
(∇E2ρ)(∇h,E2) =

h
3 (λ − α)λ, so

(36) ∇h(α) = −2g(∇∇hU,E2) +
h

3
(α− λ)λ.

Combining (35) and (36), it follows that g(∇∇hU,E2) = 0.
Finally, for the derivative ∇E2U , since g(∇E2U,∇h) = −Hesh(E2, U) = 0, we

only need to compute g(∇E2U,E2). To that end, we use the fact that (∇E2ρ)(V, U) =
g(E2,∇E2U) = (∇V ρ)(E2, U) = 0.

Thus, we can write ∇∇hU = g(∇∇hU, V )U and ∇E2U = g(∇E2U, V )U . In
summary, we have ∇UU = 0 and that, for every X ⊥ U , ∇U = ω ⊗ U , for
the 1-form ω defined in U⊥, and given by ω(U) = 0, ω(∇h) = g(∇∇hU, V ) and
ω(E2) = g(∇E2U, V ). By the characterization given by (7), the underlying manifold
(M, g) is a Kundt spacetime where U is the distinguished lightlike vector field.

Additionally, in local coordinates (8), the distinguished lightlike geodesic vector
field is ∂u, which is orthogonal to ∇h. Hence h = h(v, x1, x2) and Theorem 6.7 (1)
follows.

Now, if g(∇h,∇h) = 0 on an open subset, then the Kundt character and the
nilpotency of Ric follow from [6]. In local coordinates as in (8), since the dis-
tinguished geodesic lightlike vector field in these coordinates is ∂u, we have that
∇h ‖ ∂u, so a direct computation yields h(u, v, x1, x2) = h(v). �

Example 6.8. The structure of isotropic solutions with 3-step nilpotent Ricci op-
erator is very rigid. However, we can build examples for any arbitrary nowhere
constant density function h = h(v). Consider the Kundt metric given by

g = dv (2du+ F (u, v, x)dv + ω(u, v, x)dx1) + g(v, x)(dx2
1 + dx2

2),

with F (u, v, x1, x2) =
u2h(v)4

Cx2
1

− 12Cx2
1(log(x1)−1)h′(v)2

h(v)6 , ω(u, v, x1, x2) = − 3Cx1h
′(v)

h(v)5 −
2u
x1

and g(v, x1, x2) = C
h(v)4 , C 6= 0. This is a solution for the vacuum weighted

Einstein field equations where Ric has 3-step nilpotent Ricci operator and harmonic
Weyl tensor, but it is not locally conformally flat since the Weyl tensor does not

vanish (for example, W (∂u, ∂v, ∂v, ∂x1) =
3h′(v)
2x1h(v)

6= 0).

After analyzing solutions of all four admissible types, we are finally in a position
to prove the complete statement of Theorem 1.2.

6.3. Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let (M, g, h) be a 4-dimensional solution of the vac-
uum weighted Einstein field equations (3) such that (M, g) has harmonic curvature
tensor (not locally conformally flat). Additionally, assume that Ric does not change
type in M .

For Type I.a (diagonalizable) solutions, applying Theorem 4.1 in the non-isotropic
case gives Theorem 1.2 (1), whereas Ricci-flat isotropic solutions fall into Theo-
rem 1.2 (2)(a).
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In the non-diagonalizable case, we first use Theorem 5.1 to prove that there are
no solutions of Type I.b., so all remaining admissible solutions are of Type II or
Type III. Hence, we apply Theorems 6.4 and 6.7 to complete Theorem 4.1 (2)(a)
in the isotropic case, and Theorem 4.1 (2)(b) in the non-isotropic case.

7. Conclusions

We have studied solutions to the vacuum weighted Einstein field equations (3)
under two distinct geometric conditions: local conformal flatness and the less re-
strictive condition of harmonic curvature tensor. In the latter case, we have fo-
cused on 4-dimensional solutions. In general, solutions of equation (3) are realized
on families of manifolds typically present in the context of General Relativity (see
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2). The analysis we have carried out illustrates some important
aspects:

• The vacuum weighted Einstein field equations (3) were already introduced
in [6] by finding suitable analogues to the characterizing properties of the
usual Einstein tensor (see [21]). However, in this work, we discussed a
variational approach that yields the same field equations, giving further
motivation for their definition by characterizing solutions as critical points
of a restricted variation of the weighted Einstein-Hilbert functional (1).

• Locally conformally flat non-isotropic solutions, as well as 4-dimensional
non-isotropic solutions with harmonic curvature and diagonalizable Ricci
operator, present similar geometric features as those of vacuum static spaces
in Riemannian signature (see [17] and [16] respectively). Namely, they are
realized on specific warped or direct products (see Theorems 1.1 (1) and 4.1)
in a way analogous to that of the Riemannian case. However, types of solu-
tions not present in Riemannian signature arise as a consequence of working
with a Lorentzian metric. Indeed, isotropic solutions are purely Lorentzian,
but non-isotropic solutions with non-diagonalizable Ricci operator also ap-
pear. Remarkably, both isotropic and non-diagonalizable, non-isotropic
solutions with harmonic curvature are realized on Kundt spacetimes (see
Theorem 1.2 and also Theorems 6.4 and 6.7).

• Although the geometry of isotropic solutions is quite rigid, in the sense
that all of them are Kundt spacetimes, different assumptions on the Weyl
tensor have an impact on the admissible geometries. For example, locally
conformally flat solutions are realized on very specific plane waves (see The-
orem 1.1 (2)). In contrast, the condition of harmonic curvature allows for
more flexibility, including pp-waves which are not plane waves (see Theo-
rems 6.4 and 6.7) and Kundt spacetimes of Type III (see Example 6.8.

• Although both the geometry and the density function are determined in
the diagonalizable case (see Theorem 4.1), there is some flexibility for the
choice of the density in other cases. For example, it is possible to build lo-
cally conformally flat solutions on plane waves for an arbitrary one-variable
density function (Theorem 1.1). Also, Theorems 6.4 and 6.7 illustrate this
freedom for the building of solutions with a prescribed density function in
manifolds with harmonic curvature, as it does Example 6.8.

Appendix A. Complement to the proof of Theorem 4.1

This section treats the case with three different eigenvalues corresponding to
Section 4. We adopt the notation in that section and assume that the three eigen-
values λ2, λ3 and λ4 are distinct. We are going to see in Lemma A.2 below that
this case is not admissible. The proof is essentially a Lorentzian analogue to that
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given in [16]. Let ε1 = −ε2 = ε and ε3 = ε4 = 1. From equation (22) we know that

(37)
∇E1E1 = 0, ∇Ei

E1 = βiEi, ∇Ei
Ei = −εεiβiE1,

∇E1Ei = 0, ∇Ei
Ej = εkΓijkEk,

where {i, j, k} = {2, 3, 4}. From these relations, we obtain the expression of the
Ricci eigenvalues as follows.

Lemma A.1. Let (M, g, h) be a 4-dimensional non-isotropic solution of the weighted
Einstein field equations (3) with harmonic curvature tensor, such that the Ricci
operator diagonalizes in the adapted local frame B1 = {E1, . . . , E4} and the eigen-
values λ2, λ3 and λ4 are pairwise distinct. Then, they take the following forms:

−ελ2 = β2
2 + εβ′

2 + β2β3 + β2β4 − 2Γ342Γ432,

−ελ3 = β2
3 + εβ′

3 + β3β2 + β3β4 + 2β2−β4

β3−β4
Γ342Γ432,

−ελ4 = β2
4 + εβ′

4 + β4β2 + β4β3 + 2β2−β3

β4−β3
Γ342Γ432.

Proof. On the one hand, from (37) and for i, j 6= 1, we compute

∇[Ej ,Ei]Ei = ∇∇Ej
Ei
Ei −∇∇Ei

Ej
Ei = εkεj(Γjik − Γijk)ΓkijEj ,

∇Ej
∇Ei

Ei = −εεiβi∇Ej
E1 = −εεiβiβjEj ,

∇Ei
∇Ej

Ei = εk∇Ei
(ΓjikEk) = εkEi(Γjik)Ek + εkεjΓjikΓikjEj ,

while, on the other hand,

∇[E1,Ei]E1 = ∇∇E1Ei
E1 −∇∇Ei

E1E1 = −β2
iEi,

∇E1∇Ei
E1 = ∇E1(βiEi) = εβ′

iEi,

∇Ei
∇E1E1 = 0.

Hence, we have the curvature components given by

Rjiji = −εεiεjβiβj + εk{(Γijk − Γjik)Γkij − ΓjikΓikj},
R1i1j = −εi(εβ

′
i + β2

i )δij ,

so the components of the Ricci tensor take the form:

−ελ2 = ρ22 = εR1212 +R3232 +R4242

= εβ′
2 + β2

2 + β2β3 + β2β4

+(Γ234 − Γ324)Γ423 − Γ324Γ243 + (Γ243 − Γ423)Γ324 − Γ423Γ234

= β2
2 + εβ′

2 + β2β3 + β2β4 − 2Γ342Γ432,

and
λ3 = ρ33 = εR1313 − εR2323 +R4343

= −εβ2
3 − β′

3 − ε(β2β3 + β4β3) + 2εΓ243Γ423

= −ε(β2
3 + εβ′

3 + β3β2 + β3β4 − 2Γ243Γ423),

where we have used that Γjki = −Γjik. The computation of λ4 is analogous to the
previous one. Now, since the Ricci tensor is Codazzi, so is Hes by equation (3).
Hence, we get to the relations (βj − βk)Γijk = (βi − βk)Γjik . With these and
Γjki = −Γjik, we have

Γ243Γ423 = −β2 − β4

β3 − β4
Γ342Γ432, Γ234Γ324 = −β2 − β3

β4 − β3
Γ342Γ432,

from where the result follows. �
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Lemma A.2. Let (M, g, h) be a 4-dimensional non-isotropic solution of the weighted
Einstein field equations (3) with harmonic curvature tensor, such that the Ricci
operator diagonalizes in the adapted local frame B1 = {E1, . . . , E4}. Then, the
eigenvalues λ2, λ3 and λ4 cannot be pairwise distinct.

Proof. In addition to Lemma A.1, we have two more possibilities in order to express
these components of the Ricci tensor. The first one is using the expression R1i1j =
−εεi(λi − 2J)δij given by (12), which yields

(38) −ελi = εiRi1i1 − 2εJ = −εβ′
i − β2

i − 2εJ.

The other option is using the weighted Einstein equation (11) itself, so we get

(39) −ελi = −ε
h′

h
βi − 2εJ.

For the sake of clarity, let β2 = a, β3 = b, β4 = c, and let Γ = Γ342Γ432. Then, we
can take the expressions given both by Lemma A.1 and by (38) for the difference
R22 −R33 and add them to find

−2ε(λ2 − λ3) = (a− b)c− 2
a+ b− 2c

b− c
Γ,

while taking the expression given by (39) gives

−2ε(λ2 − λ3) = −2ε(a− b)
h′

h
.

Equating both expressions yields a first value for h′h−1,

−ε
h′

h
=

c

2
− a+ b− 2c

(a− b)(b− c)
Γ.

By the same process, using the components λ2 and λ3, we have another expression
for h′h−1:

−ε
h′

h
=

b

2
− a+ c− 2b

(b− c)(c− a)
Γ.

We can now use both values to solve for Γ in terms of a, b and c. Indeed, take

P = a2 + b2 + c2 − ac− ab− bc

= 1
2 (a− b)2 + 1

2 (a− c)2 + 1
2 (b− c)2 ≥ 0,

with equality only being achievable when a = b = c. Then, we have

Γ = − (a− b)(a− c)(b − c)2

4P
.

Now, consider that (β4 − β2)Γ
2
34 = (β3 − β2)Γ

2
43. Thus, we can write

(Γ432)
2 = Γ432Γ432 =

c− a

b− a
Γ342Γ432 = − (a− c)2(b− c)2

4P
.

It follows that either a = c or b = c, which is a contradiction. Thus, β2, β3 and β4

cannot be pairwise distinct, and the same holds for λ2, λ3 and λ4. �
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